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Disclaimer 

The content and views expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily 

reflect the views or opinion of the ERA-Net SES initiative. Any reference given does not 

necessarily imply the endorsement by ERA-Net SES. 
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programs along the innovation chain provides a sustainable and service oriented joint 

programming platform to finance projects in thematic areas like Smart Power Grids, Regional 

and Local Energy Systems, Heating and Cooling Networks, Digital Energy and Smart Services, 

etc. 

Co-creating with partners that help to understand the needs of relevant stakeholders, we team up 

with intermediaries to provide an innovation eco-system supporting consortia for research, 

innovation, technical development, piloting and demonstration activities. These co-operations 

pave the way towards implementation in real-life environments and market introduction. 

Beyond that, ERA-Net SES provides a Knowledge Community, involving key demo projects and 

experts from all over Europe, to facilitate learning between projects and programs from the local 

level up to the European level. 

www.eranet-smartenergysystems.eu  

 

 

About EVA project 

The EVA project aims to support urban and regional institutions to steer the transition towards 

electric, connected and autonomous vehicles, and at identifying innovative territorial 

infrastructures capable of effectively supporting such a transition. The project started in 

September 2019 and the project consortium involves the following partners: SUPSI from 

Switzerland, EURAC from Italy, AICO from Austria, and MINES ParisTech from France. More 

detailed information is available on the project website www.evaproject.eu  

 

 

About this deliverable 

This deliverable is one output of Work Package 3 – Mobility of tomorrow. In this work package 

the goal is to understand how local/regional future mobility ecosystems may look like and how 

they might interact at national and global levels. This deliverable is the end product of the first 

work package task where we performed a literature review regarding future mobility scenarios 

focused in the deployment of Autonomous Vehicles (AV). In this document we have identified 

key recurring trends and key elements that will guide scenario-building activities for the two pilot 

test sites (Ticino and South Tyrol).  

  

http://www.eranet-smartenergysystems.eu/
file:///C:/Users/JS/Dropbox/ERA-Net_Project_EVA_shared_folder/2_WP/WP2_Pilot_Regions_EURAC/T2.2State-of-the-art_mobility_patterns_electric_and_autonomous_mobility_policies_and_business_models_in_pilot_sites/evaproject.eu
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GLOSSARY 

ADAS - Advanced Diver Assistance Systems 

ADS - Autonomous Driving System 

AV – Autonomous Vehicle 

CAV – Connected and Autonomous Vehicle 

CV – Connected Vehicles 

DDT - Dynamic Driving Task  

DSRC - Dedicated short-range communication  

ICE – Internal Combustion Engine 

LIDAR – Light Detection and Ranging 

ODD - operational design domain  

RADAR - Radio Detection and Ranging 

SEA - Society of Automotive Engineers  

V2I – Vehicle to infrastructure  

V2V – Vehicle to Vehicle 

V2X – Vehicle to Everything 
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INTRODUCTION 

At today’s standpoint, future mobility will be guided by two major megatrends: decarbonisation 

and automation.  

Decarbonisation of the transport sector has already started in the form of electrification of 

passenger car fleets. As reported in the first deliverable of this project (D2.1 – Report on state-of-

art of electric and autonomous mobility policies and business models), every year the European 

market-share of electric vehicles is growing and the trend seems for a further push in this 

direction. In fact, some European countries, cities and regions will ban the sales of new internal 

combustion vehicles by the 30s of this century. For example, UK will ban ICE cars in 2030 and 

ICE-hybrid car in 2035 (BBC, 2020) and France set this ban for 2040 – even though Paris will 

move quicker and the ban will be in place by 2030 (De Clercq, 2019). Hydrogen fuel cells are 

seen as the other powertrain that can help to decarbonize the transport sector. At the present 

moment, this technology still presents enormous challenges, that are however expected to be 

overcome by the end of this decade (Deloitte, 2020). 

On the other hand, the transition from human to autonomous driving is still uncertain, as well as 

the extent and direction of its potential impacts on the built environment. Nevertheless, many 

authors anticipate that autonomous driving will increase safety and comfort, reduce traffic 

congestion, pollution and fuel consumption, as well as improving mobility and accessibility 

opportunities for disabled and older people (Nacer, Benachir, Amin, Moulay, & Fodil, 2020) 

(Mora, Wu, & Panori, 2020). The only certainty is that the transition to automated driving is 

underway and seems to be unstoppable. In fact, the enthusiasm of academia, media and 

manufacturers for this innovation is increasing. For example, in the last 50 years, 18’153 articles 

related to autonomous driving were published in peer-reviewed journals, and from those 4’841 

(26.7%) have been published just in the last year (2019) (Mora, Wu, & Panori, 2020). However, 

Mora, Wu and Panori (2020) found out that research on autonomous vehicles (AVs) is mainly 

technology-driven: it is much more oriented towards examining the technological developments 

needed to enable the widespread rollout of AVs, rather than exploring the socioeconomic, 

environmental, cultural, political, institutional, and organizational dimensions of a future 

sociotechnical transition to sustainable transport systems. Furthermore, taking in consideration 

the results of this study, we denote that status of AV research exposes a serious lack of attention 

to the recharging infrastructure needed to support the operations of possible electric autonomous 

vehicles, as well as to their interactions with the electrical grid and charging stations.  

This document will therefore mainly focus on the factors enabling the diffusion of autonomous 

driving and on their implications, since mobility patterns as we know them could significantly 

change, if this kind of vehicles will become a widespread road element. In general, the 

decarbonisation of the fleet of autonomous vehicles (through electrification, either directly or 

indirectly through hydrogen) cannot be not guaranteed. In this document we will however 

consider electrification to be one of the key features of the autonomous vehicle implementation 

(Bösch, Becker, Becker, & Axhausen, 2018; Horl, Becker, Dubernet, & Axhausen, 2019). 

This document is organized in four chapters, that review the potential introduction of autonomous 

vehicles. The first one is dedicated to the factors that might enable the introduction of this 

technology on the roads; the second one analyses the different pathways scenarios on how 

autonomous vehicles deployment at the large-scale may look like; the third one is dedicated to 

the factors that might lead to the large-scale deployment scenarios analysed in the second block. 

Lastly, the fourth chapter analyses the impacts that such large-scale deployment scenarios might 

produce.  
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Figure 1 – Document chapters and their interactions 
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LEVELS OF AUTONOMOUS DRIVING 

As reported in the first deliverable of this project, the most commonly used definition of 

automation levels is the one proposed by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), which 

identifies six separate levels ranging from fully manual, Level 0, to fully automated systems, 

Level 5. This classification system is mainly based on the split of responsibility between the 

human and the computer system, from all human responsibility at Level 0 to all computer 

responsibility at Level 5 (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 – SAE International autonomous driving levels (SAE International, 2018) 

Level 0 - No Driving Automation: the driver has full responsibility for the dynamic driving tasks 

(DDT). Safety systems may be present, such as electronic stability control or automatic 

emergency braking, which however are not considered automation systems because they do not 

change the role of the driver but intervene in emergency situations. 

Level 1 - Driver Assistance: the driver must constantly keep control of the vehicle and the 

surrounding environment. There are automation systems that allow the vehicle to move laterally 

(for example, parking assistance systems), or longitudinally (for example, adaptive cruise control 

systems), but do not allow any kind of distraction to the driver. 

Level 2 - Partial Driving Automation: the vehicle is equipped with partially autonomous driving 

systems that allow it to move independently both laterally and longitudinally in specific contexts, 

known as operation design domain (ODD) such as the highway, while the driver must maintain 

constant supervision on the driving system and the external environment. 

Level 3 - Conditional Driving Automation: the vehicle is completely managed by autonomous 

driving systems in a specific context (ODD), but requires that the driver is able to take control at 

the time of a system request for intervention (DDT fallback, e.g. mechanical failure or exit from 

ODD). From this level we can speak of Autonomous Driving System (ADS). 
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Level 4 - High Driving Automation: the vehicle is completely managed by autonomous driving 

systems within a specific context (ODD). Furthermore, the system is able to manage even the 

critical moments (DDT fallback) to ensure the minimum risk condition. 

Level 5 - Full Driving Automation: the vehicle is completely managed by autonomous driving 

systems; it is capable of moving in any context (ODD), operating in all road, weather, traffic 

conditions and respond independently to critical moments (DDT fallback). The presence of the 

driver on board is no longer necessary. 

No matter the level of autonomy, to some degrees all vehicles will be connected vehicles (CV), 

meaning that they will be equipped with vehicles-to-everything (V2X) communication 

technologies. CV technology can be based on vision/camera systems, sensor technology, vehicle 

data networks, V2V, or V2I systems. The CV concept, already used to some extent in some car 

models that are equipped with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), uses data from 

communication broadcasts and peer-to-peer exchanges to “sense” what other travellers (vehicles, 

cyclists, pedestrians, wheelchairs, motorcycles, buses, trucks, and others) are doing and to identify 

potential hazards. In the low automation levels (Level 2 and 3), connected-vehicle applications 

are designed to increase situation awareness and mitigate traffic accidents. In the high automation 

levels (Level 4 and 5), CV technologies are also expected to be a fundamental component of 

automated driving, as they will allow the exchange of sensor and awareness data among vehicles, 

cooperative localization and map updating, as well as facilitate cooperative manoeuvres between 

automated vehicles (VTS, 2021) 
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1 ENABLING FACTORS 

As stated in the introduction, the transition to automated driving is underway. However, there is 

great uncertainty about the time horizon of this socio-technical transition, as well as about the 

impacts that connected and autonomous vehicles will generate on our cities and lives. Currently 

the technologies to enable connected and autonomous vehicles are being developed and tested by 

technological giants (e.g Google) and almost all leading automotive manufacturers, as well as 

some start-ups. Even if from the standpoint of technology autonomous driving would be ready in 

a few close future, there are still doubts about how people will co-opt with it and how governments 

will legislate its use.  

In this chapter we will explore the three most critical factors that might block, postpone, or 

conversely enable the introduction of autonomous vehicles on the road: Technology, Social 

perception and Legislation.  

 
Figure 3 - Enabling factors related to the introduction of autonomous vehicles on the roads.  

 

1.1 Technology  

1.1.1 Features that enable driving automation 

Driving has been exclusively a human function since cars hit the roads a century ago. From the 

end of the XX century, automotive industries started to equip the vehicles with some 

computational power (Nacer, Benachir, Amin, Moulay, & Fodil, 2020).  

Considering the different levels of automation, before Level 3 the dynamic driving task (DDT) 

was largely under human intervention. In fact, at Levels 0, 1 and 2 the technology is mostly 

applied to help drivers in the driving activities and the driver has to at least maintain constant 

supervision. In fact, in these first levels of automation the pieces of technology implemented are 

called “advanced diver assistance systems” (ADAS). Conventional ADAS can detect some 

objects, do basic classification, alert the driver of hazardous road conditions and, in some cases, 

slow or stop the vehicle. Therefore, they have been applied in blind spot monitoring, lane-keep 

assistance and forward collision warning (Nvidia, 2020). The technological “tipping point” is 

observed from Level 3 onwards: at this level, the vehicle can assume the majority of the dynamic 

driving task (DTT) and the human driver does not need to constantly monitor and supervise 

decisions (Will, Gronerth, von Bargen, Levrin, & Larini, 2017). Figure 4 depicts the amount of 

dynamic driving task assumed by users and vehicles in the different levels of autonomy.  
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Figure 4 – Roles of the users and automated driving system in the dynamic driving task (DDT), per level of driving 

automation (Continental, 2019) 

To be able to assume the majority of the DDT, vehicles have to be equipped with a wide range of 

technology features. Figure 5 depicts some of the technologies that have been applied so far to 

enable the driving automation.  

 
Figure 5 – Technology features of an autonomous vehicle (University of Michigan, 2020) 

According to Wevolver (2020), the technology features that will enable the driving automation 

can be roughly divided in three groups: 

1. Sensing 
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As shown by Figure 5, generally a mixture of passive (e.g. cameras) and active (e.g. RADAR) 

sensors is used to sense the environment. Of all perception sensors, LIDAR is seen by most in the 

industry as a necessary element. Some are going against this conventional wisdom, including 

Tesla (relying on cameras, RADAR, and ultrasound), Nissan, and Wayve (relying on cameras 

only). These sensors are all undergoing technological development to improve their performance 

and increase efficiency. LIDAR has seen the most innovation, as it is moving away from the 

traditional, relatively bulky and costly mechanical scanning systems. Newer solutions include 

microelectromechanical mirrors (MEMS), and systems that do not use any mechanical parts; 

solid-state LIDAR, sometimes dubbed (‘LIDAR-on-a-chip’). For higher-level path planning 

(determining a route to reach a destination), different Global Navigation Satellite Systems beyond 

the American GPS have become available. By leveraging multiple satellite systems, augmentation 

techniques and additional sensors to aid in positioning, sub-centimeter accuracy for positioning 

can be achieved. Another essential source of information for many current autonomous vehicles 

are high definition maps that represent the world’s detailed features with an accuracy of a 

decimetre or less. In contrast, some companies, including Tesla and Apple, envision a map-less 

approach. 

2. Processing 

For the whole process of simultaneously mapping the environment while keeping track of 

location, namely combining data from multiple sources (sensor fusion) for path planning and 

motion control, two different artificial intelligence (AI) approaches are generally used:  

a) sequential approach: the problem is decomposed into a pipeline with specific software 

for each step. This is the traditional, and most common, approach; 

b) End-to-End (e2e) approach, based on deep learning. End-to-End learning increasingly 

gets interest as a potential solution because of recent breakthroughs in the field of deep 

learning.  

For either architectural approaches, various types of machine learning algorithms are currently 

being used: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Deep 

Reinforcement Learning (DRL) are the most common. These methods do not necessarily sit in 

isolation and some companies rely on hybrid forms to increase accuracy and reduce computational 

demands. In terms of processors, most AV companies rely on GPU-accelerated processing. 

However, increasingly different solutions are becoming available, such as Tensor Processing 

Units (TPU) that are developed around the core workload of deep learning algorithms. More 

electronics, greater complexity, and increasing performance demands are met by semiconductor 

innovations that include smaller components and the use of novel materials like Gallium Nitride 

instead of silicon. Engineers also face questions about how much to distribute or centralize 

vehicles’ electrical architecture. 

3. Communicating 

To increase the available data for autonomous driving systems to act upon and increase safety, 

vehicles need to share information with other road participants, traffic infrastructure, and the 

cloud. In fact, autonomous vehicles will be also connected vehicles since they will use vehicle-

to-vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure, and infrastructure-to-vehicle communication to exchange 

information between vehicles, drivers, the roadside, bicyclists and pedestrians. For this ‘Vehicle-

to-Everything’ (V2X) communication, two major networking technologies are used:  

c) Dedicated short-range communication (DSRC), based on a WiFi standard; 

d) Cellular V2X (C-V2X), which for AV applications needs to be based on 5G.  
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At the moment, both DSRC and C-V2X are going through enhancements. The question whether 

DSRC or C-V2X is the best choice is a subject of debate. Due to its rapid progress and 

performance, the latter is increasingly preferred, and experts express that DSRC would not 

sufficiently support some key AV features (Wevolver, 2020).  

1.1.2 Technology state of play  

Nowaday, the most automated personal vehicles on the market perform at Level 2, where a human 

driver still needs to monitor and judge when to take over control, such as for example with Tesla’s 

Autopilot. By 2020, the state of the technology to support autonomous driving is such that 

autonomous vehicles have achieved the ability to drive without human supervision and 

interference, albeit under strictly defined conditions (Level 3 and 4).  

The so-called Level 4, or high automation, has been reached among many unforeseen challenges 

for technology developers and scaled back projections. Several companies are now implementing 

Level 4 pilot projects, which means that vehicles can drive themselves under certain conditions. 

For example, AutoX, in Shanghai (China), and Waymo, in Phoenix (US), began driverless taxi 

services in 2020 (AutoX, 2020), (Waymo, 2020). Despite this progress, significant technical 

development is still needed, before vehicles can drive themselves under all normal conditions 

(Simonite, 2016). Operating a vehicle on public roads is complex due to the frequency of 

interactions with other, often-unpredictable objects, including vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists, 

animals and even potholes. Because of these interactions, autonomous vehicles will require orders 

of magnitude more complex software than aircrafts (Figure 6). Roughly, a modern high-end car 

today has 100 million lines of code and it has been estimated that a self-driving car from Waymo 

has 2 billion lines of code (Hsieh, 2016). Producing such a software is challenging and costly, and 

ensuring that it never fails is virtually impossible. There will almost certainly be system failures, 

including some that cause severe accidents (Litman, 2019). 

 

Figure 6 – Software size (millions of lines of codes) (Hsieh, 2016) 

No company has yet mature technology capable to offer the Level 5, full automation, and some 

experts claim this level might never be achieved (Wevolver, 2020). One major challenge towards 

full autonomy is that the environment (including rules, culture, weather, etc.) greatly influences 

the level of autonomy that vehicles can safely achieve. Performance in, for example, Pheonix or 

Shanghai cannot easily be extrapolated to different parts of the world. For instance, the Uber self-

driving vehicle lab director, Raquel Urtasun, remarked this issue in 2017, stating that, "Having 

self-driving cars at a smaller scale, on a small set of roads, we are fairly close. To see at an Uber 

scale we are far (…). Nobody has a solution to self-driving cars that is reliable and safe enough 

to work everywhere" (Marowits, 2017). 

1.1.3 Technology predictions and leading players 

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, several of the groups developing self-driving technology set their 

sights on 2021 for its initial deployment on the road (automation Levels 4 or 5). To date, the only 

Millions of lines of codes 
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platforms taking passengers in high and fully automated vehicles (Level 4 and 5) are Waymo, a 

Google spinoff, and AutoX (Hyperdrive, 2020). The novel coronavirus made some smaller and 

less-capitalized startups dropout from this race, as well as large companies for which self-driving 

technology is seen as secondary. For example, Uber quitted the race for self-driving vehicles and 

sold his self-driving unit to Aurora (Marshall A. , 2020). 

The key competitors currently on the AV market are summarized in Table 1, in alphabetical order. 

These are the companies that heavily invested in this new frontier and are now beyond an early-

stage exploration of the concept, with some of them being responsible for thousands or even 

millions of autonomously driven kilometers (Hyperdrive, 2020). 

Table 1 – AV key competitors (Hyperdrive, 2020) 

Company 

Name 
Test area 

Number of 

vehicles 

Kilometers in 

self driving 

mode 

Concept 

Deployment 

predictions of 

level 4 or 5 

Argo AI  

(+ Volkwagen 

and Ford) 

Austin, USA 

Detroit, USA 

Florida, USA 

Pittsburgh, USA 

Palo Alto, USA 

Washington, USA 

 

100 --- Rettrofiting vehicles 

with sensors and 

with with in-house 

autonomous 

Intelligent Driving 

unit 

 NA 

Aurora --- 12 --- Agnostic tech 

platform that can be 

licensed to go into 

any vehicle 

NA 

AutoX Shanghai, China 

Shenzhen, China 

 Wuhan, China 

100  Agnostic tech 

platform that can be 

licensed to go into 

any vehicle 

2020 

Aptiv  

(+Hyundai) 

Boston, USA 

Singapore 

More than 100 1.6 million -- 2022 

Baidu 23 cities in China More than 300 4.8 million Agnostic tech 

platform that can be 

licensed to go into 

any vehicle 

2020 

BMW USA West Coast, 

Germany 

Israel 

China 

140 4.8 million Unit purpose-built 

for autonomous ride 

NA 

Cruise  

(+ GM and 

Honda) 

San Francisco, USA  200 3.2 million Unit purpose-built 

for autonomous ride-

sharing 

2020 

Nuro Pheonix, USA 

Houston, USA 

 --- Rettrofiting vehicles 

for delivering goods  

NA 

Pony.ai  

(+Toyota) 

Guangzhou, China 

Irvine, USA 

110 2 million Unit purpose-built 

for autonomous ride 

NA 

Tesla Worldwide --- 1.6 billion 

made with 

Autopilot 

Gradually increase 

automation through 

software updates 

2021 

Volvo --- --- --- Unit purpose-built 

for autonomous ride 

2022 

Waymo  
(Google self 

driving unit) 

Arizona, USA 

Pheonix, USA 

 

600 32 Million Rettrofiting vehicles 

with in-house own 

sensors  

2020 

Zoox  

(+ Amazon) 

--- 30 107'800 Purpose-built 

autonomous vehicle 

NA 

 

Analyzing the companies reported in Table 1 three main aspects appear: 
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- the companies that can be considered the leaders at this stage, based on 

either the number of vehicles or on the number of kilometers, are, Waymo, 

AutoX, Cruise, Argo, Aurora and Aptiv; 

- many of these companies are joining forces, forging partnerships and 

alliances that will allow them to overcome the multi-dimensional 

challenges that connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) pose to their 

developers; 

- tests have been run predominantly in the USA and in China, in particularly 

it seems that Europe is lagging behind.  

In fact, existing, large deployment of self-driving vehicles have demonstrated that companies are 

working in partnerships, whose composition depends on the local markets. Figure 7 shows some 

examples of these partnerships. They can be divided in three layers: a booking app company, a 

self-driving tech company, and a vehicle manufacturer. Some of these companies share the same 

shareholders or are branches of other companies. For example, Apollo is owned by Baidu, 

Motional is a joint venture of Hyundai and Aptiv. 

 

  
Figure 7 – Self-driving layers in large deployments 

Despite these big investments and efforts, autonomous vehicle implementation has been slower 

and less complete that predicted. Technical challenges may in fact prevent reliable and affordable 

autonomous vehicles from being commercially available until the 2030s or 2040s (Litman, 2019).  

Another challenge is the deep technology market fragmentation, that can jeopardize the mass 

deployment of self-driving vehicles in the future. In fact, there are no obvious common 

technological philosophies neither standards on how vehicles should communicate between each 

other, on how data should be shared, on how to interpret the environment conditions and make 

decision. Everyone is trying to develop their own solution to meet their self-driving needs and 

mainly in specific contexts, such as cities or neighbourhoods, that do not scale that easily. The 

CEO of the DeepMap Company, James Wu stated in 2018, “all are reinventing the wheel, and 

that’s wasting a lot of resources. That will probably be one of the reasons to block self-driving 

from becoming a commodity.” (Hook, 2018). 

Trying to understand the current autonomous vehicle test system in Europe is somewhat difficult, 

since information is scattered and there is no central and easy to access information point. On the 

other hand, in the US this information is gathered by the United States department of 

Transportation, using the test tracking tool (Figure 8). Looking at this data, it is possible to observe 

that at the time of writing (March 2021) there are 69 active tests all around the USA. They mainly 

use shuttles and cars in streets, but in protected environments (Parking lots, Business Campus, 

Universities).  
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Figure 8 – USA test tracking tool (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2021) 

 

1.2 Social Perception 

In addition to technological progress, market deployment of autonomous vehicles will largely 

depend on consumer acceptance and demand. In fact, the social perception of autonomous 

vehicles and the willingness of using them will play a large role in their deployment and depend 

on a large number of factors related to knowledge and perceived expectations connected with 

safety, benefits and users’ segmentation.  

Audi AG in 2019 interviewed a total of 21’000 people from nine countries in three continents 

(China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, South Korea, Spain, the United Kingdom and the United 

States) about their attitudes towards autonomous driving. The results showed that in all countries 

the respondents’ have a great interest in (82%) and are highly curious (62%) about autonomous 

driving.  According to Winkeler et al. (2019), the high interest and curiosity of common people 

is somehow fueled by the widespreading storytelling about the benefits of autonomous driving, 

which has contributed to highly foster a positive attitude among consumers in the recent years. 

People see potential benefits for individuals and for society in the new technology: from easier 

access to mobility (76%) to more convenience (72%) and more safety (59%). In short, more than 

half of the respondents are fundamentally willing to try out autonomous driving (Audi AG, 2019).  

A dilemma that was found to have a significant influence on the public acceptance of AVs is the 

famous trolley paradox, which would be more frequent for the case of AVs. The main issue is 

that, unlike human drivers, AVs’ decision on how to crash is pre-defined by a programmer 

(Gerdes & Thornton, 2015). The situation is new to the world, as vehicles will be able to make 

decisions on who should live and who should die, with no real-time human supervision. Studies 

have shown that individuals have mixed attitudes towards this dilemma: on the one hand there 

are people who have an utilitarian attitude and approve trying to minimize overall casualities 

related to a possible car accident; on the other hand, other people have a self-preservation attitude, 

who wish priority should be given to saving their own life, no matter what.  (Bonnefon, Shariff, 

& Rahwan, 2016) (Frison, Wintersberger, & Riener, 2016). Additionally, even those who in 

principle follow the utilitarian approach, are apparently not sure whether they would accept to sit 

in a car that would sacrifice their own life, in order to save a higher number of other lives. Ethics 

and expectations concerning AVs will always challenge each other, and might lead to solutions 

that will never satisfy everyone. This problem will not be limited to the AVs market but will affect 

all road users, no matter whether they drive, walk, or ride a bike. 
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For multiple authors, perceived expectations about time is another important aspect when 

estimating autonomous vehicles’ appeal (Audi AG, 2019; Winkeler et al., 2019; Paddeu et al, 

2021). On one side, consumers showed positive expectations about time saving, since they could 

devote their journeys to a range of activities, from entertainment to work, and the cars might also 

be able to take some errands alone (Figure 9). On the other side, but less relevant than the previous 

case, the learning process that would accompany the spread of self-driven vehicles could be 

complicated and time consuming, especially for the older generations (Winkeler, et al., 2019). 

  
Figure 9 – Perceived Consumer time expectation (Winkeler, et al., 2019) 

Sociodemographic features such as age, gender, income, education and geographic location 

appear to play a determinant role in consumers’ attitudes towards autonomous vehicles (Audi AG, 

2019; Winkeler et al., 2019). Considerable differences were found between regions around the 

world, with China being the country with the highest willingness to pay more to use autonomous 

vehicles, compared with using traditional vehicles. China is followed by the US and some 

European countries such as Germany and France (Audi AG, 2019; Winkeler et al., 2019). At 

smaller scale, the area of residence is also a driving factor: people who live in urban and suburban 

areas are more inclined to pay for autonomous vehicles than people who live in rural areas or 

small towns (Audi AG, 2019; Winkeler et al., 2019). Finally, also, age seems to play a role: 

younger generations and especially millennials and generation Z appear to be more prone to use 

autonomous vehicles. Among them, young males whose education level and income are higher 

than average are the ones with the highest interest (Kyriakidis, Happee, & de Winter, 2015). 

Figure 10 schematically presents the aforementioned results.  

 
Figure 10 – Consumers’ willingness of using autonomous vehicles based on age and area of residence (Winkeler, et 

al., 2019) 
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Kyriakidis Happee, and de Winter (2015) found out that nearly 69% of people believe AVs with 

full automation will reach half of the market share between now and 2050. However, various 

concerns were revealed at the same time. Respondents’ reservations were related to aspects such 

as safety, data privacy and AV legislation. 

It was identified a common thread/narrative connecting all people perception factors: trust. As it 

appears, social perception is a matter of trust and vice versa. On the one hand, the way consumers 

perceive autonomous vehicles depends on the level of trust they have towards infrastructure, 

technology and stakeholders. The higher the level of trust, the bigger the willingness to use an 

autonomous vehicle. On the other hand, existing perceptions and preconceptions might determine 

the level of trust. Trust is not solely about the safety related to accidents but it is also related to 

other elements of autonomous vehicles, such as for example data privacy, cybersecurity, 

knowledge and external certifications. 

- Safety  and accidents 

Among consumers, it was found a common agreement that the use of autonomous vehicles would 

increase road safety. They tend to agree that autonomous cars would be able to better respect 

traffic rules and legal requirements and to make the right decisions in unexpected or dangerous 

situations. Therefore, they believe that autonomous driving would be able to anticipate potential 

dangers, leading to an overall decrease in accidents’ frequency and seriousness (Winkeler, et al., 

2019).  However, some skepticism about safety remains. People showed especially doubts related 

to inadequacy of the infrastructure and the difficulty of interaction between self-driven and 

human-driven cars, which could lead to accidents or dangerous situations. Moreover, some 

individuals are not at ease with losing control of the vehicle and do not trust cars’ reactions in 

unexpected situations nor their ability to understand new traffic rules (Winkeler, et al., 2019). 

Othman (2021) found that the level of fear of AVs increases with the increase in the number of 

accidents reported. Deloitte (2020) found that there is some general skepticism about AVs tests: 

more than half of consumers in India and the United States are concerned about the idea of 

autonomous vehicles being tested in areas where they live (Figure 11). 

 
Figure 11 – Percentage of consumers concerned with AVs tests (Deloitte, 2020) 

According to several reports by Deloitte, Chinese people trust the safety autonomous vehicles the 

most - by a large margin - out of six countries surveyed. Concerns about the technology did, 

however, rise in the country in 2020, as they did in India (Deloitte, 2020). Overall, people across 

the globe trust the safety of autonomous vehicles more than they did three years ago, even though 

progress has been a lot slower recently. While the technology could steadily win supporters in 

South Korea and Japan, acceptance fluctuated in the U.S. and Europe, likely due to reports about 

deadly accidents involving autonomous vehicles by Tesla and Uber. 
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Figure 12 – Percentage of people that believe that AVs will not be safe (Deloitte, 2020) 

In fact, the reputation of driverless cars was greatly damaged when a test vehicle operated by 

Uber killed a pedestrian in Tempe, Arizona in March 2018. However, an accident involving an 

autonomous minibus that took place in Vienna in June 2019 gave valuable insight on the 

interaction between pedestrian and AVs. In this case, the pedestrian, was distracted by looking at 

a phone and wearing headphones, and inadvertently entered the bus path. In this case, the 

autonomous bus was able to stop just 1.6 seconds after detecting the pedestrian, leading only to 

minor injuries – a similar event with a human-driven bus would have likely produce a much more 

critical impact on the pedestrian. Based on this finding, the public transport provider restarted the 

trial a few days later, proving that while no form of transport can be entirely without risk, AVs 

could  make roads significantly safer (KPMG, 2020).  

- Data privacy 

Intentional or unintentional privacy invasions can become a part of the autonomous driving 

technology. Therefore it is important to investigate privacy implications of networked 

autonomous vehicles before their deployment outpaces the understanding of potential problems. 

Bloom et al. (2017) found that the participants in their study generally thought networked fleets 

of autonomous vehicles were collecting and analysing data about them. Also, more than 40% of 

them thought this technology was already being used to track people’s movements. Scenarios 

such as tracking and identification caused overwhelming discomfort, while participants expressed 

moderate discomfort with basic collection of data, such as those collected for navigation purposes 

only. This study reports as well that privacy concerns caused higher proportions of participants to 

express discomfort than either of the more common concerns - physical proximity or changes in 

the job market. In fact, 54% of study participants declared they would spend more than five 

minutes using an online system to opt out of identifiable data collection procedures (Bloom, Tan, 

Ramjohn, & Bauer, 2017).  

Winkeler, et al. (2019) found that consumers are less willing to provide organizations with their 

personal data than executives think. As Figure 13 shows, there is a significant mismatch between 

consumers’ and organizations’ sentiment on the area of data privacy. 
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Figure 13 – Consumers’ and executives’ opinion about comfort in sharing personal data (Winkeler, et al., 2019) 

Future studies are therefore still needed to further investigate the relationship of privacy concerns 

in this technological context and the willingness to use autonomous vehicles. 

- Cybersecurity  

Cybersecurity threats to conventional vehicles with automated features already exist. In their 

survey of 5’000 respondents across 109 countries, Kyriakidis, Happee, and de Winter (2015) 

found that people were most concerned about software hacking and misuse of vehicles, with any 

levels of automation. Another, more recent, study guided by Winkeler, et al. (2019) found that 

two of the top-3 key barriers for the adoption of self-drinving vehicles from the consumers’ 

prespective are related to cybersecurity: vehicle security and system security from hackers.   

 

 

Figure 14 – Top-3 key key barriers for the adoption of self-drinving vehicles (Winkeler, et al., 2019) 

In fact, hackers could take control of the vehicle through wireless networks (such as Bluetooth, 

keyless entry systems, cellular or other connections), as the car connects with the environment 
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(Lee, 2017). With their ability to store and transmit transaction and lifestyle data, AVs are 

attractive targets for hackers, as such information can be sold for a financial gain. Not only: 

properly programmed, AVs could be used to inflict physical harm by extremists or used for illegal 

purposes by drug traffickers (König & Neumayr, 2017). For instance, Miller and Valasek 

demonstrated that malicious attacks on AVs are possible since 2013, as they hacked a Chrysler 

Jeep through its internet connection and took control of its engines and brakes (Schellekens, 

2016). Most governments have developed non-mandatory guidelines on cybersecurity best 

practices and supported research to explore the implications of AVs on cybersecurity. 

Governments in the US, China, EU, and Singapore have adopted a control-oriented strategy and 

have introduced or enacted new legislations to address cybersecurity risks.  

- Knowledge 

Penmetsa et al., (2019) indicate that as the public increasingly interacts with AVs, their attitudes 

toward the technology are more likely to be positive. In effect, the level of knowledge that users 

have about technology appears to be another driving factor (Here, 2017). Empirical knowledge 

especially plays a determinant role. Indeed, it is difficult to measure trust about something that 

has not been experienced by consumers, as it is often the case for autonomous vehicles (Here, 

2017; Winkeler, et al., 2019). Yet, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) used in the 

automation Levels 2 could be considered as an experience method, as those who are already used 

to such systems are more willing to invest in autonomous vehicles (Here, 2017). 

- External certifications 

Some kind of external certifications from a trusted third party, such as for example governments, 

which verifies that safety, data management and cybersecurity protocols are implemented and 

followed, could have an impact in the acceptance of AVs. Deloitte (2020) for instance refers that 

a strong majority of consumers in India, China, and the Republic of Korea would feel more 

comfortable to ride in AVs if they were government-certified. In other countries this feeling is 

less strong, but it still has an impact in the social acceptance of the local populations (Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15 - Percentage of people that would rely on a government certification to ride an AV (Deloitte, 2020) 

 

1.3 Legislation  

Similar to the technology advances and social acceptance, legislation will have a significant 

impact on if and how AVs will be deployed. 

One of the main challenges facing the introduction of AVs is the required changes in laws to fit 

AVs. For instance, for Switzerland several legislation pieces need to be adjusted to fit the AV 
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technology, starting from the laws that state that every car must have a steering wheel, accelerator, 

or braking pedal and be driven by a licensed driver (Assemblea federale della Confederazione 

Svizzera, 2020). The main issue is that most countries deal with the vehicle as a thing and the 

driver is the human who is liable in case of error or accident (Bartolini, Tettamanti, & Varga, 

2017). For example, the Vienna convention (1968), signed by 74 countries, Italy and Switzerland 

included, states that drivers are always responsible for controlling the vehicle (United Nations, 

1969).  

Several attempts to encode human morality into AVs have been performed but as suggested by 

Goodall (2014), “human morality can hardly be encoded into AVs”.  For example, Gerdes and 

Thornton (2015) attempted to find a mathematical way to pin down the philosophical ethical 

considerations of AVs and address them accordingly, by offering better choices of steering, 

braking, or accelerating under certain circumstances. Efforts on translating philosophical concepts 

into mathematical equivalents contribute to simplify implementations of ethical rules; however, 

they found out that the result was the oversimplification of the real-world complexity and 

therefore AVs were not able to take into account the different shades of the specific context 

moralities. 

Today’s road vehicles respond to three types of liability: civil liability (damage to a third party), 

criminal liability (responsibility for death or injury), and administrative liability (driving with the 

absence of authorized requirements) (Othman, 2021). 

From the perspective of the administrative liability, not much will be significantly affected, only 

some legislations would need to be adjust. For example, a specific user license might be required, 

the insurance requirements might change and vehicle standardization characteristics need to be 

ruled. For example, as for todays’ car models, when Level 5 technology is fully functional and 

reliable, additional time will be required for independent testing and regulatory approval of each 

single model following the new regulation pieces. Litman (2020) referred that AVs technologies 

will require higher testing and regulation standards than most other technological innovations 

such as personal computers and mobile phones, since vehicles can impose significant external 

costs, including accident risks and delays to other road users. Nevertheless, there will be some 

specific administrative road regulations that would need to be addressed, such as: on which roads 

can AVs operate? On all roads or only on specific roads with separated lanes? Will AVs be 

obliged to follow the same traffic rules as traditional vehicles? (Ilkova & Ilka, 2017).  

However, for the other two liabilities, civil and criminal, the AVs introduction could be somewhat 

tricky and problematic in terms of legislation. 

According to the general liability laws, an AV’s occupant will not be responsible for the damage, 

as he or she is not controlling the car. Similarly he or she cannot be considered civil liable in the 

case of collision. Therefore, according to current legislation the manufacturer will be liable for 

errors in the final product (product liability). However, the manufacturer’s liability might be 

limited if the manufacturer did everything to make the vehicles' occupants aware of the potential 

risks, and the occupants did not take any action to avoid it (e.g. the autopilot of Tesla asks for a 

human supervision and, when in danger, the human in the vehicle ignores the requests for a human 

to overrun the autopilot). On the other hand, AVs are trained using artificial intelligence (AI) and 

machine learning techniques, which makes it hard to identify the reason behind taking a specific 

decision. AI training involves millions of connections by means of training phase, which makes 

the process of tracking the decision at a specific moment a hard process and almost impossible 

(Bartolini, Tettamanti, & Varga, 2017). James et al. (2016) suggest two possible civil liability 

settings to overcome this problem: the first setting would be to base on the driver’s liability - and 

this approach is expected to be adopted at the initial stage, when both human drivers and AVs 

share the roads. In such a case, the driver would be liable in case the vehicle provided him with 

sufficient warnings to take manual control and take an action to avoid collisions and with 

sufficient time to control. The second approach is instead expected to be adopted with high market 

penetration of AVs and it is based on the manufacturer’s liability for defective products. 
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Criminal liability is based on the strict responsibility of a crime. In the situation when no driver 

can be held responsible for the event, liability might be transferred to the manufacturer. However, 

the main question is whether the driver is still responsible in some situations or not. It is a 

sophisticated question as the driver might be oblivious (e.g. working, sleeping or reading). This 

motivates a new question: "is the driver allowed to be oblivious during his trip?" or the diver is 

he or she expected to be always attentive and take control? Legally, there is no difference between 

the liability of the ordinary vehicle driver and the AV’s driver to the moment. As a result, it is 

possible to assume that it is not possible to exempt the driver from the liability at the moment. As 

AVs are in the initial state, the correct solution might be the driver’s liability. However, in the 

future with high penetration of AVs, it is expected that the driver’s liability will be mitigated 

(Othman, 2021). 

This lack of clarity regarding how liability is apportioned between AV occupants, AV 

manufacturers, and other third parties along the supply chain may generate uncertainty during 

accidents. To address liability and insurance risks, most governments either display no response 

or have adopted light control oriented strategies, in the form of voluntary guidelines, and are 

currently exploring possible options to address these risks before enacting legislation. For 

instance, the UK’s new law resolves significant ambiguity regarding liability and insurance 

implications of AVs under various accident scenarios, reflecting the government’s toleration-

oriented approach. Germany enacted a similar law, that however provides less clarity relative to 

the UK regarding the responsibilities of drivers and data ownership permissions and thus, reflects 

a control-oriented strategy (Taeihagh & Lim, 2018). 

KPMG have created a readiness index that assesses the preparedness of 30 countries and 

jurisdictions in the race for autonomous vehicles. The rank has four indicators: Policy and 

legislation, Technology, Infrastructure and Consumer acceptance. Here we want to report findings 

about the first indicator, where Singapore leads (Figure 16). Singapore’s top rating on policy and 

legislation reflects the efforts the country has taken to encourage the use of AVs. In January 2019, 

the city-state’s government published its TR68 draft national standards for such vehicles as well 

as a voluntary AI governance framework, with the latter updated in January 2020 with real use-

cases and consideration of how AI must generate consistent results. Italy ranks in 27th place in 

this ranking, since AV-focused measures were put in place quite lately. In fact, in February 2018 

they approved a Smart Roads decree, authorizing AV testing as long as vehicles have controls 

and an operator able to take control if required; the decree also decides the creation of an 

Observatory for Smart Roads to monitor all experiments in Italy. Unfortunately, Switzerland is 

not part of this study.  
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Figure 16 – Policy and legislation of AV (KPMG, 2020) 

Based on the findings of this raking and other studies (e,g Litman, 2019), it is likely that different 

jurisdictions will impose different testing, approval and regulations, thus resulting in varying rates 

of deployment and difficulties for companies to offer a ubiquitous transnational autonomous car 

services.  

1.4 Deployment predictions 

Due to the level of uncertainty of the technology readiness, social acceptance and legislation 

adaptation, there is no general agreement about the time schedule for the massive deployment of 

autonomous vehicles. Furthermore, there is no certainty about the effects that the Covid-19 

pandemic will have in the evolution of self-driving vehicles, since it has forced some companies 

and governments to re-centre their resources in other more urgent matters. Here we present some 

deployment predictions made before the start of the pandemic. 

As seen before, the major auto manufacturers including Ford and GM and the tech companies 

working with self-driving technology have indicated their first autonomous fleets will be available 

in the first part of the 2020’s. Generally, the literature suggest that the deployment of Level 4 or 

5 passenger as commercial vehicles on public roads will not be commonplace until the 2030s or 

2040s.  

In 2018, the European Commission predicted that, provided the regulatory and enabling 

framework was in place, vehicles driving themselves under specific conditions would be on the 

market by 2020 and a commonplace by 2030 (Werneck, Schausberger, & Pucher, 2018).  

Figure 17 shows the predictions made by ERTRAC, an association that gathers experts from the 

industry, research providers and public authorities. They estimated that the Level 4 will be 

available by the mid to late 2020ies and the Level 5 after 2030.  
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Figure 17 – ETRAC Autonomous levels readiness prediction (ERTRAC, 2019) 

Litman (2019) predicted autonomous vehicle sales, fleet and travel market penetration, assuming 

that Level 5 vehicles become commercially available in the 2020s but are initially expensive and 

limited in performance. Due to these limitations, during their first decade only a minority of new 

vehicles are likely to be fully autonomous, with market shares increasing as their prices decline, 

performance improves, and consumers gain confidence. In the 2040s, approximately half of 

vehicles sold and 40% of vehicle travel could be autonomous. Without mandates, market 

saturation will probably take several decades, and a portion of motorists may continue to choose 

human operated vehicles due to costs and personal preferences (Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18 - Autonomous Vehicle Sales, Fleet and Travel Projections (Litman, Autonomous Vehicles Implementation 

Predictions Implications for Trnasport Planning, 2019) 
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In 2019, Mckinsey&Company studied the driverless-car phenomenon’s take off in China, one of 

the countries on the frontline of this technology (Figure 7, Figure 19). They concludes that the 

highly autonomous vehicles (Level 4) will likely start to be deployed from 2023 onwards, but 

mostly in constrained environments, such as low speed and suburban areas. This technology 

would probably reach its mass deployment by 2027, when the technology is able to address the 

majority of conditions of urban and suburban driving (Pizzuto, Thomas, Wang, & Wu, 2019).  

 
Figure 19 – Deployment of autonomous vehicles in China. 
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2 ADOPTION SCENARIOS  

The future diffusion of AVs may vary significantly along different pathways, according to the 

multiple autonomous driving adoption scenarios that have been generated by several research 

projects. In fact, there is not univocal consensus on how the future with autonomous vehicles will 

look like. However, we have identified that the majority of the proposed scenarios assume that 

full automation (Level 5) will be achieved, and that it will become dominant in the future; also, 

such vehicles will be fully electric (e.g. (PTV Group&COWI, 2019), (ITF, 2015), (Ross & 

Guhathakurta, 2017), (Horl, Becker, Dubernet, & Axhausen, 2019)). These studies mostly focus 

on how use of AVs will replace the other transport modes and on their impacts, whereas the focus 

is hardly ever on the effects that different level of automation and shareability can have on the 

energy system and, specifically, on the electric grid.  

Based on the available literature analysis, here we try to characterize the possible future scenarios, 

by explicitly looking at the variables that can have impacts on the energy system. In this 

perspective, we have identified four variables that are related to the introduction of autonomous 

vehicles and can produce different impacts on the energy system: 

 the type of propulsion; 

 the level of autonomy;  

 the shareability of vehicles; 

 the integration with other transports modes. 

The energy impacts of autonomous vehicles may in fact significantly vary along these four 

variables, depending on: (1) which type of propulsion will be adopted; (2) the extent to which 

partial or full automation technologies will be implemented; (3) the proportion of shared 

autonomous vehicles vs. privately owned autonomous vehicles; and (4) if, and to which extent, 

public transport and autonomous vehicles will co-exist.  

In this chapter, we will describe the four variables and define the possible future states that these 

variables can have; then, we will present the potential scenarios that could occur by the interaction 

of those variables. 

 
 Figure 20 – Adoption scenarios conceptual scheme  

   

2.1 Type of propulsion  

At the European level, the transport sector is the second largest contributor of CO2 emissions, 

accounting for 24.6% of the total emissions, and it is the only sector whose emissions did not 

decreased compared with 1990 value. Roughly, light-duty vehicles (cars and light commercial 

vans) produced around 13% of the total EU emissions of CO2 (European Commission, 2020).  
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In this context, the transport sector needs to move towards low-emission alternative or even zero 

emission to reach the ambitious proposals of climate neutrality by 2050, set for instance by the 

European Commission and the Swiss Federal government. Here we focus on passenger vehicles, 

namely cars. There are different decarbonisation pathways for cars. For instance, cars can be 

decarbonised by using battery electric, hydrogen, synthetic fuels, or even a combination of them, 

in different types of hybrid vehicles. In all cases, renewable electricity is expected to fuel such 

cars, either directly or indirectly (Transport & Environment, 2018). Nevertheless, since today it 

is the main source of non-carbon emitting base-load electricity, nuclear power might still play an 

important role in providing the energy needed by the zero-net emission vehicles (World Nuclear 

Association, 2021).   

 Electric propulsion 

As reported in the first deliverable of this project (D.2.1 - Report on state-of-the-art of electric 

and autonomous mobility policies and business models), electrification of road transportation 

is underway and governments are supporting this transition with subsides and legislation. 

This propulsion technology, usually referred to as battery electric vehicles (BEV), is seen as 

the dominant powertrain of the future, since it has zero tailpipe greenhouse gases (GHG), air 

pollutants or noise emissions. 

Today, from the practical side the large diffusion of this technology presents three major 

issues: the limited range, the higher price and the (long) time needed to recharge. The first 

two issues are under resolution. Technological improvement connected mainly to battery 

production is resulting in significant decrease in the costs of batteries, therefore electric 

vehicles will be more affordable. Furthermore, batteries are becoming more compact, with 

significant increase of energy density, thus allowing vehicles to complete a higher kilometre 

range with a single charge (Figure 21). 

 
Figure 21 – Battery prices and density evolution deployed in large size BEVs (Baltac & Slater, 2019) 

The last issue (duration of recharging times) is instead somewhat more difficult to tackle. 

Today EVs take a range of hours to fully recharge, instead of the few minutes needed for the 

internal combustion engine (ICE) models. Some research projects have been trying to 

understand if it is possible to recharge more quickly or even to change the way the cars are 

recharged, by recharging them  while operating (e.g. dynamic wireless charging) (FABRIC, 

2017). The long recharging times could be a barrier against possible autonomous vehicle ride-

hailing business models, since the time spent at a charging station would be time not spent 

earning money for the fleet owner  (Marshall A. , 2020).  

 Hydrogen propulsion 

Compressed hydrogen make the fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) move. This technology is 

considered zero emission at the tailpipe as the BEV, since FCEV only emit water. Fuel cells 

convert hydrogen to electricity, which in turn powers an electric motor. FCEV ranges and re-

filling times are similar to conventional ICE cars. Nevertheless, after decades of research and 

investments on this technology, only three model choice of FCEVs are available on the 

market in Europe (Toyota Mirai, Hyundai Nexo and Mercedes-Benz GLC) and are expensive, 

costing more than 60’000 €.  
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Furthermore, today hydrogen largely comes from fossil fuel processes, being derived from 

steam methane reforming or coal gasification. Making “green” hydrogen from renewables is 

instead possible by water electrolysis but producing hydrogen by electrolysis and then 

converting it back into electricity in the fuel cell requires large amounts of energy, making 

the overall technology inefficient, and comparatively expensive. Consequently, today only 

4% of hydrogen is produced using electrolysis (Transport & Environment, 2018). 

Finally, by the end of 2020, there were only 140 public hydrogen refuelling stations all over 

Europe, with the large majority in Germany (84); Switzerland has 4 stations and Italy only 3 

(EAFO, 2021). On average, there are 0.16 refuelling stations per 100 km, meaning that there 

is a long way to adapt the infrastructures for a hypothetical deployment of fuel cell vehicles.  

In summary, the hydrogen propulsion has several hurdles to overcome, before it can achieve 

the same level of adoption as its battery electric counterpart, namely the available 

infrastructure, the number of available models, and the market maturity. 

 Synthetic fuels propulsion 

In these products, water is broken down into hydrogen and oxygen with the addition of CO₂, 

which turns the hydrogen into methane. The final fuels, which are obtained through further 

processing, are chemically identical to conventional gasoline, diesel and kerosene, and can 

thus be used in internal combustion engines. Synthetic fuels are currently only produced on a 

laboratory scale and will not be available for general use in the foreseeable future. Because 

of the vast amounts of electricity required for their production, electricity-based fuels are most 

likely going to be used in applications that do not have climate-neutral alternatives (e.g.  

intercontinental air travel, as batteries would be too much heavy for use in aircrafts). Experts 

agree that synthetic fuels will always be more expensive than either electrical power directly 

used or conventional fossil fuels (Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, 2021).  

 Advanced biofuels propulsion 

Advanced biofuels are produced from lignocellulosic feedstocks (i.e. agricultural and forestry 

residues, e.g. wheat straw/corn stover/bagasse, wood based biomass), non-food crops (i.e. 

grasses, miscanthus, algae), or industrial waste and residue streams. They have low CO2 

emissions (or high GHG reduction) and reaches zero or very low ILUC1 impact (ETIP 

Bioenergy, 2021). Biofuels are a more environmental-friendly option than petroleum based 

fuels but still present tailpipe emissions in terms of air pollutants. This comes at the cost of 

performance, since biofuels have lower energy content than petroleum based fuels 

(MaCarthy, Rasull, & Moazzem, 2011). The biggest advantage of advanced biofuels, as the 

synthetic fuels, is that they can be compatible with existing car fleets and refuelling station, 

therefore they do not present recharging issues, neither regarding time nor the need for a 

dedicated infrastructure. 

 Hybrid options 

Experts consider todays’ plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs), meaning they use both fossil fuel 

and electric propulsion, to be transitional models, because they are ultimately unable to 

deliver zero emission mobility and cannot be relied upon for longer term decarbonisation. 

They will become obsolete as soon as the range, charging time and charging station coverage 

issues of electrical vehicles have been solved (Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, 2021). 

Dual fuel cell-battery vehicles are another hybrid approach (even though most fuel cell cars 

already have an auxiliary battery). In this case, the BEV would have larger battery giving 

greater autonomy, and would use an on board hydrogen fuel cell as a range extender. 

                                                      

1 Indirect Land Use Change 
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Combining these two drivetrains in one vehicle however increases the cost. Under the 

expected positive developments in battery density, costs, and lifetime, and because of the 

aforementioned limitations of the hydrogen fuel cell technology, this solution does not appear 

to be economically viable (Transport & Environment, 2018).  

Finally, a PHEV could be run on synthetic fuel or biofuels. The inhibitive costs and 

inefficiencies affecting synthetic fuels or biofuels would however remain, and PHEVs 

operating on synthetic fuel or biofuels would still emit pollutants (NOx and PM) at the 

tailpipe. 

Based on such descriptions of the possible types of propulsion for AVs, it appears that there are 

different options for autonomous vehicles to meet national and international decarbonisation 

goals. For instance, vehicles can have tank-to-wheel net-zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

by using battery electric, hydrogen, synthetic fuels, or even a combination of them in hybrid 

vehicles. In all cases, this requires that renewable electricity is used to fuel them, either directly 

or indirectly. However, the different propulsion options imply very different amounts of 

renewable electricity needed. Looking at the overall energy efficiency of the different propulsion 

options (Figure 22), an electric car powered by renewable energy has an efficiency of around 77 

percent, as compared to 30 percent for a car powered by hydrogen fuel cell technology. The 

efficiency of an internal combustion engine burning synthetic fuels is even lower, around 13 

percent (Transport & Environment, 2018). The values for fuel cells and synthetic fuels are so low 

because a great deal of energy is lost in conversion processes: an internal combustion engine 

running on synthetic fuels requires five times as much electricity for the same distance as an 

electric car. Therefore, the direct use of electrical power, without intermediate steps, seems to be 

the most efficient. This is data relevant element for our analysis, since it has an impact on the 

electric grid. In fact, although battery electric cars also rely on the grid to charge, the additional 

electricity required for hydrogen and synthetic fuels could slow down the decarbonisation of the 

grid because of its increase on electricity demand (Transport & Environment, 2018). 

  
Figure 22 - Efficiency of different passenger cars propulsion technologies (Transport & Environment, 2018) 

Today different companies have different approaches on which powertrain to use in their self-

driving fleets. Tesla is pursuing an all-electric program for its “fully self-driving cars,” while 

Waymo is using Chrysler Pacifica minivans that are plug-in hybrid electric. Uber opted for 

hybrids, having bought 24’000 plug-in hybrid Volvo XC90 SUVs in 2017, that the company 

planned to convert into self-driving taxis (Hawkins, 2017).  
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These disparate approaches are already “fuelling” the debate about which method of power-

generation is most advantageous. In fact, not only the propulsion efficiency is at play but also 

other factors, such as how these self-driving cars will be used, since different kind of business 

models could generate different energy needs and influence how much power is consumed by the 

hardware and software pieces dedicated to the self-driving features.  

The car manufacturer Ford ran tests in their electric fleet and found out that more than 50 percent 

of a battery range would be consumed by the computing power demanded by the self-driving 

software, plus the air conditioning and entertainment systems needed to keep passengers 

comfortable. Furthermore, according to their estimations, the fast charging process required to 

run a fleet of self-driving cars would degrade the electric battery too quickly (Hawkins, 2017). In 

contrast to these estimates, however, a recent research run by Mohan et al. (2020) suggests that 

the trade-offs between automation and electrification vehicles might not be as critical as initially 

thought. They found out that full automation would likely reduce the electric vehicle range by 5–

10% for suburban driving and by 10–15% for city driving. They also found that the aerodynamic 

impact of LiDAR is a notable driver of this reduction during suburban driving, while that 

computing loads have a greater effect for city driving. A reduction in range will thus lead to more 

frequent charging and would speed up battery degradation, but this impact on battery longevity 

would be negligible (Mohan, Sripad, Vaishnav, & Viswanathan, 2020). 

2.2 Level of autonomy  

There is no consensus about when and if the full autonomous vehicle technology will be deployed 

on the roads. Many studies and simulations (e.g. PTV Group&COWI, 2019; ITF, 2015; Horl, 

Becker, Dubernet, & Axhausen, 2019) about the adoption of autonomous vehicles assume in their 

scenarios that the fleet will be fully automated (Level 5). They envision that fully autonomous 

cars will be deployed: and it is only a matter of time, not of which level of autonomy.  

As stated in the chapter 1, some factors can block the mass deployment of fully autonomous 

vehicles. Even if the technology is fully mature, however, it might be blocked by legal and social 

aspects. On one hand, it might still continue to be mandatory that a physical person is supervising 

the vehicle, therefore the maximum level of automation allowed for vehicles on the road might 

be  Level 3 – conditional automation. However, the Level 3 is considered by many scholars as 

the worst of both worlds, since the car can drive itself for very brief periods, but the driver still 

has to constantly monitor the environment (Dickson, 2020). On the other hand, rather than letting 

highly autonomous vehicles deal with extremely complex situations some companies (e.g. HERE, 

2021) see geofencing as a potential answer. This creates a virtual boundary around an area where 

autonomous vehicles can move independently. In this case self-driving technology will only be 

allowed to operate in areas where its functionality has been fully tested and approved, where 

there’s smart infrastructure, and where the regulations have been tailored for autonomous vehicles 

(e.g., pedestrians are not allowed on roads, human drivers are limited, etc.). This implicates that 

the maximum level of automation that could be reached would be Level 4 – high automation 

(Dickson, 2020). 

Therefore, for this variable we will consider three possible future states: 

 Level 3 – conditional autonomy: the vehicles will always need a driver to 

supervise; 

 Level 4 – high autonomy: the vehicles can be in the self-driving mode only in 

specific areas or time frames; 

 Level 5 – full autonomy: the vehicles will be always on the self-driving mode 

without any human supervision. 

. 

The Swiss federal council (2016) has identified two ways to reach these levels of autonomy: 
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 The “evolutionary way” is based on an assumption of constant development of driving 

assistance systems, culminating in self-driving vehicles (Level 4 or 5). In the short to 

medium term, vehicles will still be equipped with a steering wheel and pedals and, as 

before, drivers will need to be able to take back control of the vehicle at any time. People 

who take pleasure in driving will still able to do so, and they can still maintain emotional 

ties to their own car. In this situation, which primarily involves the established automotive 

industry, the main driving factors for a transition towards autonomous vehicles are 

convenience and road safety. Drivers are relieved from some tasks, such as looking for 

parking spaces and driving on heavily frequented motorways, and if they wish they can 

carry out other activities during their journey. The advantage of this solution lies in the 

fact that these vehicles can be gradually adapted to the environment and the users, as well 

as to the operators of the infrastructure and various services; 

 The second possibility is the “revolutionary way”, which envisages a leap from the 

present-day situation with conventional vehicles directly to driverless vehicles. Here the 

key driving factors for a transition towards autonomous vehicles are avoiding accidents, 

assuring the best possible use of the various available forms of transport, and reducing 

CO2 emissions. In this scenario, the way in which vehicles are used fundamentally 

changes. Driving pleasure no longer plays a role. Vehicles are comprehensively 

connected and the other options offered by digitalisation are consistently utilised. Here, 

instead of car manufacturers, it is technology companies such as Google and Didi, which 

will be the main players. And automation level will directly jump to Level 5, starting 

from current Level 2. 

 

 
Figure 23 – Evolutionary and revolutionary ways to reach the different levels of autonomy (Federal Council - Swiss 

confederation, 2016) 

It is not yet clear which of these two ways is likely to be implemented. The answer will largely 

depend on how quickly vehicles in Level 4 and 5 become available and how society wants to 

utilise the new technological options. The deployment is likely to be a location and user specific 

combination of both ways. It is conceivable, for example, that the “revolutionary way” could 

apply for new user groups such as the elderly or people with disabilities in rural areas and for 

young commuters in urban areas, while “conventional” car users are more likely to orient 

themselves on the “evolutionary way” (Federal Council - Swiss confederation, 2016).  
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If the technology becomes fully operational as it seems that it will be, the level of autonomy of 

vehicles allowed to circulate in a specific country will mainly depend on political decisions, that 

in turn will allow or prevent the adaptation of current legislation. 

2.3 Shareability of the vehicles 

The future state of shareability depends on two major factors: the level of automation achieved 

and the extent to which vehicles are personally owned, shared or pooled (Deloitte, 2019).  

1. Levels of automation were discussed in the previous section. However, 

regarding the future states of the shareability variable, we will group them in 

two categories and only consider the following dichotomous possible states for 

the level of automation: driver-driven (Level 2 and 3) and self-driven (Level 4 

and 5). In fact, it is between these two groups of automation level that the 

shareability states can differ. 

2. Ownership of the vehicles can be described as the extent to which vehicles are 

personally owned, shared or pooled. In fact, this is one of the biggest 

uncertainties of future road transport - will European citizens prefer private and 

individual transportation, or will they prefer shared transportation? On the one 

hand, historically, people in Europe have preferred private ownership. On the 

other hand, some trends indicate a shift in preferences towards more sharing. 

This is especially prominent among younger people living in cities, where 

vehicles or rides do not necessarily need to be private or individual (PTV 

Group&COWI, 2019). The ownership of the vehicles can therefore take three 

formats: 

a. Personally owned vehicle: the car is bought by an individual and used 

just for personal travels by the owner or her family members; 

b. Shared: the vehicle is corporately owned and/or managed2 and provides 

a straight mobility service for a point a to a point b trip. Today these 

kind of services are active and can take many business forms as taxis, 

car-sharing companies (e.g Mobility in Switzerland and Enjoy in Italy) 

and ride-sharing companies (e.g Uber, Lyft and DiDi).  

c. Pooled, means that the vehicle provides a mobility service for a point a 

to a point b trip by transporting more clients at the same time. Detours 

can be made in order to pick other clients that would make a similar 

trip in the same period. Today this kind of services are also active and 

can take many different formats: informal hitch-hiking; carpooling 

services where the client rides in the car with a driver that already is 

doing a similar trip (e.g Bepooler, BlaBlacar); or even ridepooling 

services, where the client shares a car with another client that is already 

doing a similar trip (e.g Uberpool). 

Based on these two factors, for the future we envision the six possible states of shareability of the 

autonomous vehicles depicted in Figure 24.  

                                                      

2 Corporately managed means that the vehicle can be privately owned but the service provided is managed 

by a third-party company that makes a profit of the service. An example is the business model of Uber, 

where the majority of the fleet that provides Uber services are privately owned, in fact Uber provides 

the platform through which privately owned car drivers can interact with clients, by collecting a fee 

for each trip.  
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Figure 24 – States of shareability 

1. Personally owned driver-driven  

In this future state, consumers in general will continue to prefer owning vehicles and keep 

control over driving: private ownership remains the norm and driver-assisted technologies 

(Level 2) and conditional autonomy technologies (Level 3) are incorporated incrementally. 

A steady and continued growth in the number of connected vehicles is observed as well, 

allowing to reduce the number of incidents. 

2. Shared driver-driven  

In this future state, shared mobility serves a great and growing portion of transportation needs. 

New connectivity services are introduced to accommodate fleet management of car-sharing 

services. The benefits of car-sharing will expand as consumers value the accessibility of 

point-to-point transport. As well, in this future state of shareability driver-assist technologies 

(Level 2) and conditional autonomy technologies (Level 3) will be incorporated incrementally 

in the cars, this will allow to increase situation awareness and mitigate traffic accidents. 

3. Pooled driver-driven  

This future state is mostly similar to the previous one. The difference is that the point-to-point 

transport can suffer detours to pick other clients that need to travel from similar origin and 

destination points. This would represent a reduction of trips costs per passenger but might 

increase the travel time. Furthermore, clients would share the small space of the vehicle with 

strangers, which implies a cultural barrier to be overcome. 

4. Personally owned autonomous  

Private ownership of vehicles prevails as full autonomous capabilities (Level 4 and 5) became 

a reality. These cars will be used, like today’s private passenger cars, by one person or small 

private travelling groups. After disembarkation of the passengers, the vehicle parks 

autonomously itself at the destination or at its owner’s home. These autonomously owned 

cars will have space to accommodate up to 4 or 6 passengers at the same time.  

5. Shared Autonomous  

Autonomous and vehicle sharing trends converge: mobility management companies and fleet 

operators offer seamless mobility, enabled by advanced connectivity, to meet a variety of 

consumer needs and preferences. Like the personally owned cars, these shared autonomous 

cars will have space to accommodate up to 4 or 6 passengers at the same time and will be 

used by one person or small private travelling groups at a time. The difference is that, after 

disembarkation of the passengers, these vehicles will either drive autonomously to the next 

user or park and wait to be assigned to a new user. 

6. Pooled Autonomous  
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Autonomous and vehicle pooling trends converge. Like in the previous state, mobility 

management companies and fleet operators offer seamless mobility, enabled by advanced 

connectivity, to meet a variety of consumer needs and preferences. The difference is that 

people widely accept to ride in the vehicles with strangers that are doing similar trips. This 

door-to-door service will include detours to pick-up passengers along the road with similar 

origins and/or destinations. Despite of the detours, the pooling of the vehicles will increase 

significantly the production of the single car, reducing costs and number of total cars needed. 

PTV&COWI (2019) envisioned two types of vehicles providing the pooling services: 

a) PooledTaxis: passenger cars with space for up to 6  passengers; 

b) TaxiBus: vehicles that can accommodate up to 20 passengers. 

It has been theoretically estimated that the larger is the vehicle, the longer the detours that 

will be made in order to accommodate the maximum number of passengers per trip. This 

therefore implies that the travel times can significantly increase in larger vehicles with the 

number of detours and pick-ups/drop-offs. 

Figure 25 summarizes the future states in a self-driven world (Level 4 and 5 of automation), presenting 

as well the vehicle characteristics. 

  

 
Figure 25 – High and full autonomous vehicles future states (adapted from PTV Group&COWI, 2019) 

Some studies assessing the possible evolution of cars’ ownership have been carried out, in order 

to compare people’s willingness to buy/privately own an autonomous vehicle and the willingness 

to use car services/on-demand vehicles, such as car sharing, taxis etc. According to a study 

conducted by Here (2017), both concepts appear to be appealing. Consumers would use private 

autonomous cars as well as service cars with no particular preference. Therefore, car ownership 

might not be negatively influenced and could possibly remain as it is today, while the integration 

of both systems could be a strong option (Haboucha, Ishaq, R., & Shiftan, 2017). As highlighted 
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by the authors, the challenge could be to integrate both private and shared mobility solutions into 

the same infrastructure. 

 

Overall, there is uncertainty around the pace and extension of the transition towards a high and 

full autonomy, connected vehicle and the willingness of people to share vehicles and rides, 

meaning that a number of “future states of shareability” might co-exist over time. In fact, the 

automation in vehicles will be introduced gradually, and it could take several decades before full 

automation is implemented. On the other hand, depending of the scope of the trip, people might 

prefer to use different ownership types of vehicles. Therefore, we expect that for a period, that 

can take a couple of decades, the future states of shareability may co-exist to some degree.  

 

2.4 Interaction with public transport 

 

The last variable is related to the role that public transport, mainly high capacity transport, such 

as buses, trams, subways and trains, will have in the future when autonomous vehicles will be 

circulating. These high capacity transports are envisioned to be automated as well, even if the 

high and full automation levels (Level 4 and 5) in passenger cars are not allowed. 

Public transport has long been ahead, along the autonomous curve. London Underground’s 

Victoria line has been using Automatic Train Operation since 1967. The SkyTrain in Vancouver 

(the world’s longest automated transit line) has been in operation since the 1980s. In Paris there 

are two automated metro lines and a third being prepared. In total, approximately 90 fully-

automated metro lines serve passengers around the world. Some are quite new, such as in 

Copenhagen, while others, such as the Paris metro line 1, were retrofitted specifically for 

driverless operations (Viegas, 2017). Guided systems such as metros and trains operate in 

controlled conditions. Robot drivers thus need to crunch far fewer parameters than are required 

to move through dense mixed-traffic city streets. Bus lines operating on dedicated lanes (such as 

BRT3 systems) or in areas with restricted traffic (such as university campuses) will thus likely be 

among the first road-based transport systems to go automatic. Some pilot projects are already 

putting fully-automated (mini) buses into complex normal environments – for instance the 

SmartShuttle project in Sion, Switzerland (PostAuto, 2016). Road public transport might be one 

of the first sectors to go fully automated, since the routes are fixed. This implies that it is easier 

to adapt them and continuously update and maintain the needed infrastructure (e.g. wireless or 

5G network, perfect paved and paint roads, signals) in specific roads, while reducing substantially 

the operation costs.  

Even if the high capacity public transport will be fully automated, there is a big question mark 

about the way its interactions with autonomous passenger cars. In fact, will autonomous 

passenger’s cars availability outperform public transport, since they could potentially 

accommodate everyone? Or will they only play an ancillary role to public transport, by making 

the first/last mile more convenient, and thus improving the attractiveness of public transport?  

ITF (2015) and PTVgroup & COWI (2018) have proposed for this variable a strong and weak 

dichotomous scale. On the one hand, they envision a “strong” integration between public transport 

and autonomous passenger cars, corresponding to the maintenance of current level of usage of 

public transport rides.  On the other hand, they envision a “weak” integration, corresponding to 

the disappearance of bus and tram rides, in favour of passenger cars; in such a case, however, use 

of trains and metro would not change. We consider this scale does not cover all potential future 

states, setting apart in particular interesting multi-modal combinations in which cars would play 

the role of feeders of public transport. Also, such a dichotomous scale does not account for the 

possibility that public transport would complete vanish.  

                                                      

3 Bus Rapid Transit 
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Therefore, for the scenario building purpose we will consider four future possible states for this 

variable: 

1. Strong public transport: investments in high capacity public transport will 

continue to be made. The passenger car fleets will mainly be used as a first/last 

mile transport, feeding the conventional public transport network: trains, trams, 

buses and metro lines.  In such a future state, autonomous passengers cars will 

work as feeders to public transport, therefore use of public transport will 

observe a wide increase.  

2. Moderate public transport: important investments in high capacity public 

transport will not be further made, but new technologies (mainly propulsion, 

connection and automation) will be incorporated. This kind of transport would 

work in the future similarly to today. Some public transportation lines (mainly 

buses) might be replaced by other kind of services when the demand is low, 

such as for example in rural areas or at night. Therefore, in such a future state, 

current public transport riders do not change mode and continue to ride the 

available public transport options: overall, the use to public transport remains 

stable compared to the current one.  

3. Weak public transport: the new trends of sharing and pooling will be widely 

adopted. Fleets of autonomous cars and taxibuses will replace the large majority 

of conventional public transport. Some high capacity public transport lines, 

however, will still exist in this future state, such as high-speed trains or high 

demand urban lines of buses, metro and trams. For the sake of simplicity, we 

consider that in such a state all the demand for public transport rides with urban 

buses and trams changes to car services. Instead, all the demand for all train and 

metro rides remains stable. 

4. Inexistent public transport: the new trends of sharing and pooling will be able 

to cover all mobility demand and will be more efficient than public transport. 

Therefore, in such a future state public transport becomes an obsolete mode of 

travel and all riders from all types of public transport are substituted for shared 

or pooled car solutions.  

 

2.5 Adoption scenarios  

 

Based on the combination of the aforementioned variables and their future states, the future 

deployment of automation in passenger cars could, theoretically speaking, occur along 180 

different scenarios. For example considering the most likely propulsion type of future passenger 

cars, which is direct use of electricity, the possible scenarios could be narrowed down to 36.  
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Scenarios for electric propulsion
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Figure 26 – Pathways for scenarios with electric propulsion 

The scenario that will be followed by the different countries, states and cities will depend on 

economic, social and regulation factors that will be adopted and on their impacts in each area. 

The next two chapters are therefore dedicated to the potential adoption factors and to the foreseen 

impacts that the automation of car passenger industry could have in the built environment.   
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3 ADOPTION FACTORS 

The diffusion of autonomous vehicles in the different contexts worldwide will depend of local 

human, political and cultural factors. These factors range from regulation, economic and social 

aspects, and are not independent from each other; to the opposite, they are highly correlated. For 

example, if local municipality regulations do not allow the circulation of fully automated vehicles 

in certain areas, it is expected that social trust on autonomous vehicles will remain low, thus 

strengthening the approval of regulations constraining their use.   

The adoption factors described in this document are the ones mostly referred to in the literature 

and are listed in Figure 27. In fact, how the diffusion of autonomous vehicles will look like in the 

different contexts will depend on the combination of these adoption factors in each jurisdiction. 

 

  
Figure 27 – Adoption factors 

3.1 Municipal regulations  

As reported in Chapter 1 dealing with enabling factors, every jurisdiction can influence the 

deployment of AVs in its territory, by acting on transport and traffic regulation and planning. 

Local authorities can in fact use regulation in order to better deploy the AV services, having into 

account their mobility vision and goals. For example: 

- Limit zones: local authorities can set the rules on which roads and in which conditions 

autonomous car services can operate. For example, they can define that AVs only can 

transit in specific lanes or limit the access of AVs in areas with high density of 

pedestrians (e.g city centres, school areas); 

- Limit operation times: for example a city can limit the AVs operation hours to the 

low demand times (e.g. at night), in order to prioritize use of high capacity public 

transport.  

- Market regulation: today local authorities can regulate the mobility services in their 

jurisdictions. In fact, around Europe there is no convergence on how cities regulate 

these services. For example, there are places where the number of taxis is limited, 

others where it is not; there are places where ridesharing services are allowed and 

others where they are not; or there are places where carsharing services are restricted 
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to only one provider, while in other places there are no limitations, provided that the 

companies entering the market follow the city rules (Frazzani, Grea, & Zamboni, 

2016). Therefore, in the future local authorities will have to create the regulations 

limiting the number of shared and pooled AV service providers in their territories, as 

it happens today with taxis and ride sharing company services. If left completely 

unregulated, it is conceivable that shared and pooled AV services could upset the 

balance of the transport network and worsen travel conditions, rather than improving 

them, since many companies would compete to provide the service in that market 

with their own fleet, and therefore a potential excessive number of vehicles would be 

on the roads (PTV Group&COWI, 2019). On the other hand, highly strict regulation 

can lead to less competition in the market of shared and pooled AV services, 

potentially leading to higher prices. 

- Fare regulation: today in the EU maximum and minimum taxi fares are regulated at 

the local level in all member States, with the exception of Hungary, Lithuania, 

Luxembourg, Slovakia and Sweden, where there are no regulated fares (Frazzani, 

Grea, & Zamboni, 2016). Ridesharing and carsharing fares are not to be regulated by 

the local authorities but they are set by the service provider. To the best of our 

knowledge, there are no studies about the role that local authorities should have in 

the fares of shared and pooled AV services, and consequently the impacts that fixed 

or deregulated fares would have.  

3.2 Market interest 

Litman (2019) reported that AVs, due to all the needed technology would be more expensive than 

regular cars, at least in the beginning. This could affect the diffusion of AVs, as: 

- in some parts of the world the ownership of AVs will be restricted to high income 

individuals. This could lead medium and low income individuals to prioritize the 

usage of shared and AV pooled service; 

- if AV shared and pooled services are run by private companies, whose interest is to 

maximize the profit, some areas of the globe might never be appealing for those 

services, due to the population low income. Even in rich countries, these companies 

might not provide a ubiquitous service, since low demand areas, for example tiny 

villages in the mountains, might not generate the profit that these companies seek. 

Such a situation could imply two different scenarios: one in which people will still 

need to own a vehicle (AV or not) or one in which public transport will need to still 

exist in an AV world (also in an autonomous format) to guarantee that all the 

population has access to some kind of mobility services. A combination of such 

scenarios is most likely to happen. 

Furthermore, some local regulations can make AV shared and pooled service companies move 

away from that specific market. For example, if a municipality decides to make fixed fares, as 

today happens with taxis, or if a country sets maintenance and cleaning regulations that are 

difficult to comply with, or if AVs are only allowed to work in specific areas or period of time.   

3.3 Local trust  

As referred in Section 1.2 – Social Acceptance of this document, trust can be decisive for the 

entrance of AVs into the market. However, it can be decisive as well, regarding how its 

deployment will look like in different parts of the world. As seen in Chapter 1, different cultural 

and economic backgrounds could influence the sense of trust of a population towards the AVs, 

and this can have implications on the type of automation level will be available in a certain 

jurisdiction. For example, a mistrust of a population towards AVs might lead to only accept low 

automation levels, which still require a supervision by humans (automation Level 3).  Therefore, 

even though approved by national regulations, in that market the Level 4 or 5 might not be 

deployed, since a significant percentage of people will not trust the related AVs. The trust in AVs 
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can have an indirect implication in public transport as well: if Level 4 and 5 are not implemented, 

the potential of AVs to replace public transport is somewhat reduced, since a driver would always 

need to be present, which would increase the public transport cost.  

Therefore, taking into account the trust factor, which might vary with socioeconomic and cultural 

background, distinct jurisdictions could follow completely different AV deployment pathways. 

3.4 Ride cost 

Hörl, Becker, Dubernet and Axhausen (2019) compared the costs of different mobility offers in 

Zurich (Switzerland) and concluded that the cost structures for privately owned vehicles will 

hardly change in the autonomous future, since the main part of the costs is related to the 

depreciation of the vehicle. However, an important change in cost structures is expected to happen 

in the ride-sharing sector, in this case regarding taxis and pooled taxis. While driver's wages now 

account for around 88% of the costs, these will be eliminated if the vehicles operate driverless in 

the future. Interestingly, the bulk of the future AV costs (around 29%) will then fall on the 

cleaning of the vehicles. While private vehicles (with or without automation) in Switzerland have 

full costs of around 0.50 CHF/km, the study concludes that automated taxis can be offered in 

urban areas for around 0.41 CHF/passenger-kilometre, compared with 2.73 CHF/km today. In 

urban areas, where short access routes and high availability can be assumed, the taxi will thus 

become a clear competitor to privately owned car in terms of price. On the public transport side, 

a reduction in prices by half is estimated for local and regional offers (autonomous buses), while 

hardly any changes in long-distance transport (rail) are to be expected, due to the existing cost 

structures.  It was in fact estimated that the costs with bus drivers represent 55% of the total cost, 

and that the costs with train drivers represent only 4.7% of the total cost (Figure 28). Overall, this 

study concludes that in a future of autonomous vehicles mobility can be offered more cheaply, 

due to the elimination of driver wages. However, the running costs for private vehicles remain 

constant. The price changes lead to a situation in which sharing (taxis) and ride-sharing (pooled 

taxis) services can become highly competitive with all other transport modes. It is therefore to be 

expected that automated vehicles will have a considerable financial advantage in various market 

segments (Horl, Becker, Dubernet, & Axhausen, 2019).  

 
Figure 28 - Cost comparison of different modes with and without automated vehicle technology (Bösch, Becker, 

Becker, & Axhausen, 2018) 

From this analysis, the service costs could be a factor that will lead market towards shared and 

pooled autonomous business models. 

3.5 Ride Time 

As previously reported in this document, perceived expectations about time are another important 

aspect when estimating autonomous vehicles’ appeal. In the UK, on average, a driver spends 274 

hour a year behind the wheels. Such a riding time cannot be used for any useful purpose, as 

nowadays driving requires full attention by the driver for the entire time (Wadud, 2017). However, 

full automation can relieve the driver of his/her driving duties so that the driving time can be used 

for other in-vehicle activities. Combined with the proliferation of mobile information and 

communication technologies, this extra time can be used to improve individual productivity. For 
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instance, such an increase in productivity has been estimated to be £20 Billions for the whole of 

the UK (KPMG, 2015).  

Furthermore, since the autonomous vehicles will communicate among them, it has been estimated 

that this will improve the capacity utilisation of the existing infrastructure and therefore could 

reduce overall travel times (Oehry, et al., 2020). 

Nevertheless, there are other time dimensions that have to be considered for the various 

operational modes of AVs, which differ for privately owned, shared autonomous (for either 

pooled or non-pooled use, with different vehicle sizes), and on-demand or route-based public 

transport.  

In the scheme of privately owned autonomous, the travel time might be reduced, since the car will 

be able to park itself and will be at the departure point whenever needed.  

The scheme of shared autonomous car might increase the total time travel, since there will be two 

additional time factors, compared with privately owned cars: the booking time and the waiting 

time between the completion of the booking and the vehicle arrival. The vehicle arriving time, 

like today in ridesharing services, depends of the availability of a vehicle, that in high demand 

periods and in low demand areas might not be guaranteed, and on the proximity of the vehicle. 

Today, some ridesharing companies (e.g. UBER) to avoid this waiting time offer the scheduling 

service, through which clients can book the trip with 30 days in advance.  

The scheme of shared autonomous rides might increase the total time travel since there will be 

the same additional time factors as for the shared autonomous car scheme, plus the deviation time 

to pick-up and drop-off other passengers. This deviation time will be correlated to the capacity of 

the vehicle: the bigger capacity of the vehicle, the bigger will be the deviation time, since potential 

pick-up and drop-off passengers are higher.  

For example, PTVgroup and COWI for their simulation in Oslo have considered the theoretical 

waiting time and detour times summarized in Figure 29.  

 
Figure 29 – Theoretical waiting and detour time used in the PTVgroup and COWI simulations 
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All schemes of autonomous vehicles will allow to spend the time travelled doing other activities 

rather than driving. Nevertheless, the shared autonomous car and rides schemes have a drawback 

since could extend the total travel time, putting at risk travels that require a critical arrival time.  

3.6 Ride comfort and pleasure 

Comfort influences transport modal choice (Cohen, 2019) and might influence the level of 

shareability of AVs. Elements that impact the comfort level in a mode of transport include sharing 

a space with strangers, crowding, having private space and noise level. Sharing a space with 

strangers and crowding negatively affect comfort. Crowding is the factor that mostly discourages 

people from the use of public transport (Tyrinopoulos & Antoniou, 2013) and the likelihood of 

available seats in public modes strongly affects the decision to use public transport 

(Polydoropoulou, Kamargianni, & Tsirimpa, 2013). On the other hand, using a car is perceived 

as generating personal space (Mann & Abraham, 2006). Gardner and Abraham (2007) found out 

that privacy and comfort of personal cars were among the core reasons for choosing this mode of 

transport. Subjects participating in the study referred that cars protected them from contact with 

undesirable people and freedom from external observations. People find that modes of transport 

that have personable soundscapes (the ability to choose one’s own audio or relative silence) to be 

more comfortable (Gardner & Abraham, 2007). From this point of view, private vehicles are the 

most comfortable, but portable electronics help make the soundscapes in ridesharing and public 

transit more tolerable (Cairns, Harmer, Hopkin, & Skippon, 2014). In many ways, private vehicles 

allow for the most comfort and any attempt to discourage private vehicle use and encourage low-

carbon modes of transport should take privacy, personal space and sound levels into account. 

A study ran by CARiD in 2018 found out that 75%, of the 1’035 American individuals 

interviewed, if given a choice would still rather drive than ride autonomously. In the same survey, 

65% stated if the car would be autonomous they would rather own the vehicle than hire it like a 

taxi. Furthermore, when asked if they would miss driving in a fully autonomous world, 71% 

agreed. Therefore, the authors of this study found out that there is a strong reluctance of drivers 

to surrender their “right” or “privilege” to drive (CARiD, 2018). 

3.7 Availability 

One of the main reasons why people tend to own a car is the perceived guarantee that they and 

travel everywhere at any time (Ellaway, Macintyre, Hiscock, & Kearns, 2003). Therefore there is 

a need in the future that the new forms of transport guarantees that citizens in any situation are 

able to go everywhere at any time without. AV fleets, in all formats, due to their flexibility can 

provide the ubiquity needed.  

Despite of the AVs flexibility, the system can have significant drawback and can make peak 

demand periods travels just impossible: 

 if people feel the need to use personally owned autonomous, since they perceived they 

guarantee that the travel will be done no matter what, it could make traffic collapse 

because too many cars would be circulating at the same time; 

 if people opt for shared and pooled autonomous system they might not be able to provide 

the service in an optimal manner and some people would not be travelling in the moment 

of time requested. This would mean that the AVs shared and pooled fleets need to be 

bigger or that several people would need to own an AV to guarantee that their needs are 

always covered no matter what. 

So it is a fragile equation to find the equilibrium between the needed ubiquity availability of the 

transport service and the optimal available AVs in the roads.  

3.8 Ownership effect 

Europeans are not known for their love of automobiles as the way Americans are, but still two-

thirds of Europeans take pride in owning a car (ING , 2018). Deloitte (2019) found that in 
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Germany people who own a car expect to maintain the status quo in terms of the number of cars 

they will own in the next decade. In addition, from 2014 to 2018 Europe’s passenger car fleet has 

grown by 6.5%, from 307 to 327 million cars (ACEA, 2019). The story of car ownership in Europe 

shows two different Europes. In less developed countries, starting with lower levels of car 

ownership, rates have been rising rapidly, with the number of cars per capita growing above 5% 

each year in Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, and Romania. In countries such as Italy and 

Switzerland there is much lower growth of car ownership due to market saturation (Cohen, 2019).  

In 2016, HERE technologies surveyed 2’000 consumers in USA and Germany with the goal to 

understand the underlying consumer demand and provide some clarity around the service versus 

ownership model of autonomous vehicles. They used the following denominations:  

 Autonomous Car-as-a-Product (CaaP): that is the equivalent of the “Personally owned 

autonomous” denomination used in this document; 

 Autonomous Car-as-a-Service (CaaS): that is the equivalent of the “Shared Autonomous” 

and “Pooled Autonomous” denomination used in this document. 

The results of the survey show that both concepts scored moderate on appeal (57% of respondents 

find autonomous CaaP and 52% of the respondents find autonomous CaaS appealing). Moreover, 

respondents preferred the use of both concepts (Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata 

trovata.). Therefore, the authors of this study concluded that the automotive industry will 

eventually offer both: an ownership model and a mobility service agreement. 

 
Figure 30 – Willingness to use autonomous CaaP and CaaS (Here, 2017) 

Studies of Audi (2019), Here (2017) and Winkeler, et al. (2019) also showed that younger 

generations, under 35 years old, have a more positive attitude towards self-driving vehicles and 

would embrace this technology if it were already available. In spite of early adapters who 

welcome paradigm shifts, it seems that the majority of the people are more comfortable with the 

status-quo (CARiD, 2018). Furthermore, Frazzani, Grea, & Zamboni (2016) reported that in 

Europe young generations are less prompt to own a private car and are the ones that already use 

more often carsharing and ridesharing services. These trends seem to indicate that it might take 

one or even two generations before a sceptical public gets on-board with self-driving cars and 

sharing concepts.  
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4 IMPACTS 

The automation of the car passenger sector will produce changes in multiple other dimensions of 

the transport system but as well in urban, energy and social sectors. All the impacts will largely 

depend of the deployment scenario that will be envisioned and/or implemented in one city or 

region.  

 
Figure 31 – Impacts of Autonomous passenger vehicles 

Road travel can become safer and accessible and mobility can be made easier for new user groups, 

but the extent to which these positive effects will actually occur will above all depend on the 

degree of market penetration of the new technologies and services. On the other hand, the impacts 

such as travel demand, land use, congestion, fleet dimension, economic and energy efficiency are 

still largely unknown. Improvements in these crucial areas would be feasible if the framework 

conditions are appropriately defined and the new autonomous technologies are used in a targeted 

manner. But if the focus is placed on gains in terms of comfort and the provision of new options 

in the area of private transport only, then the use of automated vehicles could give rise to negative 

impacts (Federal Council - Swiss confederation, 2016). 

4.1 Safety 

Around 90% accidents with passenger cars are attributable to human error. With self-driving 

vehicles, this risk can almost be eliminated. On all future pathways, considering all levels of 

autonomy, new driving assistance systems will help make road travel safer, and safety will be 

improved even further following the introduction of fully-automated vehicles and their 

comprehensive connectivity (Federal Council - Swiss confederation, 2016). Although accidents 

can be reduced to a greater extent, Täihagh and Lim (2019) however show that it will not be 

possible to eliminate them completely, as machines and other road users’ errors will exist, leading 

to the need of new liability legislative frameworks. As vehicles move up to higher levels of 

automation on the SAE scale, the relative importance of these sensing inputs increases as the 

potential for human drivers to make corrective action diminishes and, ultimately, disappears (ITF, 

2015). Shoettle (2017) found mixed results regarding the ability for hardware/software systems 

to replicate and improve human sensing capabilities. This study states that even in the case of 

multiple sensor fusion, today human capabilities still outperform that of automated systems in 

certain problematic and complex contexts; however, a fully implemented connected autonomous 

vehicle (CAV) in the future can offer the best potential to effectively and safely replace the human 

driver, when operating vehicles at automation Levels 4 and 5 (Schoettle, 2017). 

4.2 Accessibility 

The potential AVs have to improve accessibility for a range of people has been stressed by some 

reports (e.g. Federal Council - Swiss confederation, 2016; Trommer, et al., 2016; Cavoli, Phillips, 

Cohen, & Jones, 2017;Winkeler, et al., 2019, Somoza, 2020). Groups that are seen as potential 

beneficiaries of AVs, allowing them to become more mobile, are elderly people, disabled, non-

drivers, such as underage children, and more generally people living in areas with low or dispersed 

transport demand. Thus, AVs, and in particular shared AVs, could offer increased flexibility and 

independence to people with limited mobility or people who live in areas that are not well 

connected to public transport networks (Ticoll, 2015).  

These assumptions need to be examined with caution. First, limited research has studied the level 

of social acceptance, desire and capability to use AVs amongst these potential users. One of such 
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few studies showed that older people are the most pessimistic towards AVs, which conflicts with 

the theories that the elderly will benefit more from AVs (Othman, 2021). Second, elderly people, 

disabled and non-drivers might be the last persons to benefit from AVs. Indeed, the technology 

will have to be completely safe and fully automated before these users can benefit from it. 

Furthermore, these population segments are the ones with lower digital literacy – a condition 

which can also block their interactions with AVs services.  

Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen and Jones (2017) also refer that AVs could lead to some equity issues, 

mentioning that certain groups of the population, including the elderly, mobility impaired, young, 

poor and ethnic minorities, are usually the last groups to benefit from the introduction of a new 

technology, often for financial reasons. As already mentioned in Section 3.2, the cost of AV will 

be initially high, therefore their use might be restricted to wealthy users. On the same page, 

Gleave, et al. (2016) anticipate that wealthy people will be able to afford this technology before 

lower socio-economic segments of the population. On the other hand, some argue that shared and 

pooled AVs could allow a large number of people to have access to the technology and could end 

up reducing costs of using community transport (Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones, 2017). In terms 

of accessibility and of a just transition, the debate is therefore still open. 

4.3 Travel demand 

Studies tend to assume a growth in transport demand and mileage when Levels 4 and 5 are reached 

(Horl, Becker, Dubernet, & Axhausen, 2019; Trommer, et al., 2016; Oehry, et al., 2020). Oeehry, 

et al. (2020) stated five reasons to envision the growth of transport demand and mileage due to 

the use of autonomous vehicles: 

 Travel time gains: as indicated in Section 3.5, travel time can be used more productively 

or pleasurably by eliminating the driving task. Thus, people will be more willing to take 

longer trips. In fact, Tommer, et al. (2016) found out that longer distances or traffic jams 

would be accepted in an autonomous driving world, since the time spent on the way to 

work can be used much more productively. Furthermore, the accessibility to rural regions 

could increase, which could favour new waves of suburbanization and urban sprawl, 

leading to longer travels (Meyer, Becker, Bösch, & Axhausen, 2017). It still has to be 

clarified to which extension and in what magnitude such travel time gains and 

possibilities to carry out other activities rather driving become as attractive as to actually 

have an impact on mobility-relevant decisions; 

 New car user groups: as indicated in the previous Section, new users as older people, 

people who have limited mobility due to disabilities, as well as young people who do not 

yet have a driving licence could independently use autonomous vehicles (Trommer, et 

al., 2016). Here, too, there is a need to better understand to what extent these groups of 

people will actually be induced to travel more, while exploiting the opportunities offered 

by autonomous vehicles; 

 Cost reduction: the reduction of mobility costs (see Section 3.4) could lead to an increase 

in transport demand; 

 Empty runs: depending on the type of use and business models of the autonomous 

vehicles, a considerable number of empty trips can be caused by drop-off and pick-up 

services. The Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI,  2017) 

states that empty runs are also conceivable for previously rather absurd reasons (e.g. 

transport of objects such as forgotten sports equipment; "purpose- alien" use of roads by 

automated cars such as advertising runs); 

 Capacity increase: it is often assumed that autonomous vehicles will improve the capacity 

utilisation of the existing infrastructure, overall reducing travel times: this would 

increases the attractiveness of the corresponding routes, which in turn can lead to a growth 

in demand (Oehry, et al., 2020). 
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4.4 Land use 

The transition to self-driving vehicles does not necessarily mean a change in land use and in the 

built environment, since the status quo of car ownership and vehicle usage might not be altered 

(scenarios considering personally owned autonomous vehicles). Many authors, as for example 

Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones (2017), Clark & Brown (2020), and Somoza, (2020), suggest 

that AVs can produce mainly two land use impacts - that also in this case will be highly dependent 

on how will locally be deployed: 

- Urban Sprawl 

As AV travel becomes more efficient and more comfortable, willingness to travel longer distances 

could encourage urban sprawl, leading to a range of undesirable effects (such as increased car 

dependency). Considering house-prices and rent are lower with increasing distance from city 

centres, it is easier to access superior housing outside cities or in their suburbs, but currently it 

comes at the expense of lower wages in rural areas or longer commuting time. The deployment 

of AV may affect this trade-off, with longer commutes becoming less inconvenient in autonomous 

vehicles, that relieve the drivers from the driving task and enable them to engage in other activities 

like work or entertainment (Winkeler, et al., 2019). Willingness to drive longer distances could 

also have an impact on the choice of destinations and ultimately on residence location. Hence, 

deployment of AVs (both in a private ownership and in a shared or pooled use scenario) could 

lead to intensified suburbanisation and changes in the settlement structure, which could also result 

in an increased motorisation rate and in a higher demand for transport infrastructure and 

management (Somoza, 2020).  

- City liveability 

Under shared and pooled AV use scenario, there is high potential to increase the liveability of 

cities, by reducing urban land used for parking of unused vehicles – assuming the space is used 

for civic rather than economic purposes (Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones, 2017). Such a 

transformation, linked with supportive political, social and cultural contexts, could bring 

exceptional socio-cultural benefits and improve the quality of life in cities. With a reduction of 

parking demand, cities could repurpose on-street spaces for other uses, such as implementing new 

infrastructure for cycling and walking, additional segregated public transport lanes, or enhancing 

public outdoor space with more green and parklets (Clark & Brown, 2020). 

For instance, Silva, Földes, & Csiszár, (2021) studied the potential impacts of AVs in the 2’496 

on-street parking spaces of the old Budapest areas, by devising a few future scenarios. The first 

two scenarios they analysed (Scenario 1 - Current and Scenario 2 - Near Future) were based on 

conventional (non-autonomous) vehicles and fleets, and only differed regarding the percentage of 

owned, shared, or pooled vehicles: in such cases, the number of parking spaces needed resulted 

to be the same as today. In the third Scenario 3 (Transitional), with a mix of conventional and 

AVs vehicles, in both cases privately owned, one-third of the on-street parking spaces (818 units) 

could be eliminated. In Scenario 4 (Future with AVs), based on an equal mix of private owned 

and shared AVs could eliminate 65% of the parking spaces (1’618 units). The last scenario 

(Scenario 5 - Shared AV fleets), considered that 90% of total AVs are shared: in such a case, 

almost 83% of parking spaces (2’072 units) could be eliminated. The study concludes that the 

saved space increases in the same proportion as the proportion of shared vehicles. Ownership 

appears to be one of the most critical aspects for urban space transformation, as it drives parking 

demand (Silva, Földes, & Csiszár, 2021). Somoza (2020) refers that the majority of studies 

considering shared AV fleet scenarios, among those that focus on parking–related aspects of land 

use, foresee a substantial reduction in parking space demand. However, these results do not take 

into account the necessity to implement pick-up and drop-off points that shared autonomous 

vehicles and delivery services would require.  Therefore, Somoza concludes that the estimates on 

the liberation of space should be interpreted as too optimistic. 

The expected saved parking spaces can have two downfalls. First, a particular challenge derived 

from parking space reduction is the potential upset of municipal budgets. In fact, cities have to 
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analyse the issue with scenario planning to fully comprehend the revenue implications and 

identify alternative solutions; second, removing on-street parking might lead to the relocating of 

parking to the outskirts of the cities, since AVs will need to charge and park while waiting for the 

next trip. This could have a significant negative influence on the traffic flow and on energy 

consumption; consequently, the externalities of transport, such as emissions and to some extent 

accidents, could also increase significantly (Somoza, 2020). 

4.5 Congestion 

In a few words, congestion happens when the number of vehicles surpasses the capacity of the 

road. Therefore, to significantly reduce traffic congestion, it would be necessary to limit the 

number of vehicles within the capacity of the road network. In rural areas, with relatively low 

population density, it is easy to be within this parameter. However, in urban areas it is quite 

difficult. One country that has already implemented measures to constrain the number of 

circulating vehicles is Singapore: they charge high fees to have the right to operate a car and 

consequently the car ownership rate is 100 cars per 1000 inhabitants  (Metz, 2018), which is very 

low, compared with the 646 cars per 1000 inhabitants  of Italy and 541 cars per 1000 inhabitants 

of Switzerland (Zubaryeva, Veiga Simão, Cellina, & Grotto, 2020). Such a low rate of car 

ownership allowed Singapore to guarantee a successful operation of cars, achieving consistent 

and adequate speeds on the road network. 

Vehicles with Level 3 and Level 4 of automation will probably not impact congestion in a 

significantly different way than conventional vehicles  (Metz, 2018). In fact, people will tend to 

use vehicles with automation level lower than 5 in the same way as today: the large majority will 

own their car and a small portion will use sharing and pooling services.  

Depending on how Level 5 (fully automated) AVs are implemented, they could either increase or 

decrease congestion (Metz, 2018). Their impact will in fact mostly depend on the future state of 

shareability that will be implemented locally: 

 Personally owned autonomous car - if the number of owned cars will remain equal to 

today, in this future state it is likely that congestion will increase, since it is estimated that 

the number of trips will increase (e.g. empty trips, to be used by those unable to drive, by 

pick-up and drop-off errands and to replace some PT travels). Nevertheless, even if car 

ownership rates do not significantly vary compared with today, some benefits of 

connectedness and automation could impact positively in reducing congestion. For 

example, the headway between vehicles will be reduced and traffic will be able to self-

regulate itself, based on real-time or predicted congestion.  

 Shared autonomous car and/or rides - A number of simulation modelling studies have 

been carried out to explore the impacts of shared autonomous cars and rides in of urban 

traffic. For instance, the International Transport Forum (ITF) modelled the impact of 

replacing all car and bus trips in the city of Lisbon with fleets of shared vehicles (both 

shared taxis and on-demand mini-buses), plus existing rail and subway services. Results 

have shown that travel needs of the population could be met without using private cars in 

the urban core area, and hence without congestion (ITF, 2015). The study however 

warned that shared autonomous car and/or rides could lead to congestion problems, in 

case of a totally free and unregulated market: many private companies would provide the 

service and therefore the fleet of vehicles would be much larger than needed. 

Furthermore, the study alerted that if these vehicles would replace all high capacity public 

transport, the road capacity could collapse and traffic congestion would dominate (Figure 

32).  
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Figure 32 - Time distribution of travel volumes for some ITF scenarios [24h-day weekday] (ITF, 2015) 

A similar study has been conducted by PTVgroup and COWI (2019) in the city of Oslo. Their 

simulations have shown that the only scenario resulting in a net reduction of the vehicle 

kilometres is the one where all car users shift from own private cars to a shared car fleet of 

small autonomous vehicles, with ridesharing and public transport maintaining their modal 

shift (Figure 33).  

 
Figure 33 - Network impacts (flow volumes) in Oslo - scenario: car users shift from a private car to a shared 

car fleet (green=traffic reduction, red=traffic increase) (PTV Group&COWI, 2019) 

All the other scenarios considered in the study showed an increase in vehicle kilometres 

travelled and traffic congestion. Although it should be noted that the removal of buses and 

trams will contribute to a higher road capacity, this was not found enough to mitigate traffic 

flow challenges in most scenarios considering autonomous cars. In the worst-case scenario 

(current car users change to shared autonomous cars, without ridesharing; public transport 

riders on buses and trams change to shared autonomous cars, without ridesharing; train and 

metro riders continue without changing), vehicle kilometres driven were found to almost 

double, worsening the general traffic conditions (Figure 34). 
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Figure 34 - Network impacts (flow volumes) in Oslo – scenario: car, bus and tram users shift to a shared car 

fleet without ridesharing (green=traffic reduction, red=traffic increase) (PTV Group&COWI, 2019) 

4.6 Fleet dimension  

Studies suggest that the use of AV technology can lead to a decrease of the number of cars needed, 

while guaranteeing the same mobility levels of today (Fagnant & Kockelman, 2014; ITF, 2015; 

PTVgroup&COWI, 2019). A study of a theoretical grid-based urban area indicated that one single 

shared AV could replace 11 conventional vehicles, personally owned (Fagnant & Kockelman, 

2014). Another simulation of travel demand in Austin (Texas), found that shared AVs could 

replace many if not all intra-urban trips in the ratio of 1 AV per 9 conventional vehicles. However, 

this would require 8 per cent more vehicle-miles, travelled by unoccupied vehicles (Fagant, 

Kockelman, & Bansal, 2016).  

Similarly, all the scenarios simulated by PTVgroup and COWI (2019) in Oslo showed a 

significant reduction in the numbers of cars needed. In the scenario where all current car users 

switch to a pooled autonomous system, only 7% of the current car fleet was found to be sufficient 

to meet the transportation demand in the morning rush hours. Thus, making 93% of current cars 

redundant. In the scenarios where all tram and bus riders switch to shared autonomous system, 

only 16% of the current vehicle fleet would be necessary. In addition, all busses and trams would 

be removed from the roads. These two scenarios represent the best- and worst-case scenarios in 

the study. Therefore, the number of cars needed would lie between 7% and 16% of the current 

vehicle fleet - or, in other words, the number of private cars on the road in the morning rush could 

be reduced by between 84% and 93%. This illustrates that a radical reduction in the number of 

cars is feasible with shared and pooled autonomous systems.  

ITF (2015), in their Lisbon simulations, found that pooled autonomous systems in combination 

with high-capacity public transport would use 65% fewer vehicles during peak hours, compared 

with the current situation. A shared autonomous system without public transport would still 

remove 23% of the cars used today at peak hours. However, the overall vehicle-kilometres 

travelled during peak periods would increase in comparison to today. For the pooled autonomous 

with high-capacity public transport scenario, this increase would be relatively low (9%). For the 

shared autonomous without high capacity public transport scenario, instead, the increase would 

be very significant (103%). While the former remains manageable, the latter would not be. 

Furthermore, around 18% more cars would be needed in a pooled autonomous system and 26% 

more cars would be needed in a shared autonomous system, in scenarios without high-capacity 

public transport, compared to scenarios where shared self-driving vehicles are deployed alongside 

high-capacity public transport. Without public transport, 5’000 additional cars would be required 

for the pooled autonomous system and another 12‘000 would be required in the shared 
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autonomous system. Car-kilometres travelled would increase by 13% and 24% respectively. 

Therefore, the authors of the Lisbon study concluded that the size of the needed self-driving fleet 

depends on the availability of public transport. 

4.7 Employment 

In cases of self-driving vehicles (Level 4 or 5 automation) professional drivers could become 

unnecessary, since human cost of commercial transport represents a large share of the total cost 

of the service (Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones, 2017). Ultimately, the lost jobs might be replaced 

by others, possibly still related to the AV industry, but nevertheless there may be considerable 

disruption at the socio and economic level (Anderson, et al., 2014). EU data suggests that 

currently close to 2.4 million employees work for the road freight sector: their employment 

condition could be affected, should the presence of professional drivers become redundant. 

Therefore, there is a real risk that trade union will pose resistance to the deployment of the 

technology (Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones, 2017). 

In addition to professional drivers, a range of economic sectors might be negatively affected by 

the uptake of AVs. The insurance sector is likely to experience significant disruption as AVs 

become safer. KPMG estimated in 2015 that within 25 years the personal auto insurance could 

shrink to 40 percent of current size, mainly due to the increase in automation of the driving tasks. 

Other economic and employment sectors that depend on the current auto-mobility system are 

likely to be disrupted too. This could include automobile repair centers/garages, the retail 

industry, inspection centers. driving schools, jobs in the health sector previously associated with 

automobile accidents, lawyers associated with automobile industry, and the parking industry 

(Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones, 2017). As noticed in Section 4.4, public sector revenues could 

also be impacted in cities, should parking become unnecessary and traffic violations decrease 

(Ticoll, 2015). Thus, a range of economic sectors, in the private and in the public sphere, might 

be negatively impacted by the uptake of AVs. 

Ticoll (2015) also points out the risk automated vehicle uptake might pose to traditional vehicle 

manufacturers. The development of automated vehicles, in parallel with the rise in shared 

mobility, challenges the conventional vehicle manufacturers’ business model. The business model 

might change from a system based on customers interested in buying a car as a status symbol and 

expression of personal style to customers who are more interested in software and in-car 

entertainments. The risk highlighted by several authors, is that technology firms will dominate 

the market and set the rules, at the expenses of the traditional automotive industry.  

Figure 35 schematizes the economic sectors that could be negatively affected by the deployment 

of  AVs. 

 
Figure 35 - Economic sectors that could be negatively affected by AVs (Cavoli, Phillips, Cohen, & Jones, 2017) 
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Nonetheless, AVs also can generate positive impact on the economy and under some scenarios 

could create new employment opportunities. Positive impact that AVs might have on the economy 

are linked to safety improvements, travel time reduction and fuel efficiency - however, 

insufficient detailed data and comprehensive analysis make current estimates unreliable (Somoza, 

2020). A high deployment of AV could lead to an increase in infrastructure maintenance jobs, 

from painting street lines to removing physical obstacles. Digital infrastructure might include the 

maintenance of highly detailed roadway maps and pertinent traffic operations data, which would 

lead to a growth in IT related jobs and jobs in control centres. Fully automated trucks and buses 

could change the job profile asked for the in-vehicle individual, combining supervising with more 

administrative tasks in the former and turning into a trip attendant for the latter (Cavoli, Phillips, 

Cohen, & Jones, 2017).  

Overall, although some industries could experience positive impact, Täihagh and Lim (2019) 

however argue that growth of autonomous vehicles will increase economic inequality, because of 

employment low–skilled workers, e.g. vehicle drivers, would be difficult to redistribute.  

4.8 Energy and Environment 

From the point of view of energy consumption and transport-related noise and pollutant 

emissions, connected and automated driving would open up a variety of new opportunities. 

Vehicles could start to drive in “platoons”, consuming up to 20 percent less fuel. Other savings 

potentials would result from the improved flow of traffic, the widespread use of “eco-driving” by 

automated vehicles and the increased use of less powerful vehicles (Wadud, 2017). Nevertheless, 

the greatest savings potential could come from the increased use of lighter vehicles and the 

widespread use of car sharing/car pooling options. Folsom (2012) suggested that, due to the lower 

accident levels, resulting from the use of connected automated vehicles, manufacturers would be 

able to construct lighter models. According to him, this could lead to a 70% reduction in the 

resources required to build a car, compared to the present-day level. In addiction, if sales of 

vehicles were to fall to around 30 percent of the present-day level, thanks to the use of car sharing, 

then only around 10 percent of the necessary resources for vehicle production would be required, 

compared with the current figure (Federal Council - Swiss confederation, 2016). 

Somoza (2020) found out that AV pilots and studies indicate that the deployment of AV will lead 

to an increase in vehicle kilometre travelled (VMT), while emissions will significantly be reduced, 

mostly depending on the use of energy-efficient electric vehicles. However, the author shows that 

this reduction will also depend on the level of shareability adopted and the optimisation of 

charging methods and infrastructure. Overall, AVs could contribute to improving urban air quality 

in the short term, while overall environmental impacts are uncertain in the long term.  

In an extreme case, AV deployment could generate negative impacts and increase energy 

consumptions, if road traffic volumes were to increase sharply due to the realisation of the less 

energy-efficient scenarios associated with automated vehicles (e.g. more frequent and longer 

journeys, new user groups, high ownership levels, competition with high capacity public 

transport) and if larger internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles were to be used (Wadud, 2017). 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

At the present time, there are more uncertainties than certainties related to how autonomous 

passenger vehicles will look like in the European cities and regions.  

First in this document we have identified three major aspects that can enable or hamper the 

entrance into the market of self-driving vehicles: Technology, Social Acceptance and Legislation. 

We found out that connected autonomous vehicles technology will be ready in the near future, 

faster than initially speculated. Over the past decade, car manufacturers, start-ups and big 

technological companies have substantially invested to make this technology viable and 

affordable. The academic community has made significant contributions to advance our 

knowledge about several aspects related to this technology, such as for example safety, travel 

behaviour, and impacts of AVs. But yet the question on how people will adopt this new 

technology in the long-term is still difficult to answer - and it seems that the answer might vary 

among countries or even regions. It seems that, no matter how quickly this technology may be 

arriving, most people are still not ready to embrace it.  In terms of legislation, still much has to be 

done in order to allow self-driving vehicles in the European roads, guaranteeing compliance with 

all liabilities connected with road vehicle circulation.  

Afterward in this document, we have identified and described the future states of four variables 

related to autonomous driving that could affect the energy system: the type of propulsion, the 

level of autonomy, the shareability of vehicles and the integration with other transport modes. 

The interaction among these variables allows to identify different possible scenarios that 

characterize the large-scale deployment of AVs.  

Subsequently, we identified and described the most prominent adoption factors for the large-scale 

deployment of AVs and conclude that AVs might be deployed differently, depending on the 

geographic location:  local social, cultural, political, and economic characteristics can in fact 

largely influence on how AVs could work.  

Lastly we analysed the most relevant impacts that AVs could have. Again, we concluded that they 

largely depend on how AVs will be locally deployed as well. 

Therefore, the interaction between the different dimensions considered in this document (enabling 

factors, adoption scenarios, adoption factors and impacts), cannot be considered as a linear, one-

way flux. Instead, such dimensions interact according to a loop: each evolution in one dimension 

can lead to a change in another dimension, finally leading to a different scenario and impacts 
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Figure 36 –Interaction between deployment dimensions of AVs analysed in this document  

This deliverable allowed to shed some light and identify the main characteristics of generic AVs 

scenarios so far developed. Our conclusion is that, in order to understand what might happen, the 

analysis must be performed at the local/regional level. In fact, the follow-up of this document is 

deliverable D3.2 “Mobility of tomorrow scenarios - Diffusion of autonomous vehicles and their 

implications”, which will report on the scenarios envisioned for the future of mobility created 

with the local stakeholders for South Tyrol and Ticino.  
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